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fropo;V;'o;mA'/y (.s' /to/ ct/uvry.s' /A/cor.

Like every human action /Ac Anp/eweM/o/ioH <y/ .srr/;c/;o7;.s' ;'.s o/yo rrc/rv/'/y 
/Art/ /ettr/.s /o prwAvce ô7?;c c^cc/. But as soon as we begin to analyse the con
tent of this effect, the meaning of this obvious statement is not so clear any 
more, because immediately a number of questions arise:

W hat kind of effect do we expect from the application of criminal sanctions: 
should it decrease criminal activity in general or should it. suited to the 
perpetrator's personality, keep him/her from committing the next crime? 
Should it retain others, or should it only punish the perpetrator in proportion 
with the seriousness of the offence committed? Should the effect of the sanc
tion be perceived on the short or on the long term? Should it affront the perpe
trator, should it awaken remorse, or is it enough if it leads to self-examination? 
Should it send out a message that social control is actually working, or is it to 
be acknowledged that it only serves to discipline certain groups of society?

From what do we expect these results: from punishments only, or a similar 
effect is expected from measures of criminal law. or perhaps from diversion? 
Do we expect this effect to come only from the criminal sanction applied, or 
does the whole vertical of the justice system belong here? And. if yes, is it only 
the court phase or also the investigation phase? How do we evaluate the func
tioning of the institutional system that is negative, slow, prolongs the proce
dure? How do we account for unregistered criminal activity, or criminal activ
ity that is not known by the authorities, or this has no effect whatsoever on 
punishments?

How do wc measure this effect: with the intensity of decrease, or do we 
expect that another crime shall not be committed at all? If the punished does 
commit a crime, do we consider the sanction to have worked if the latter of
fence is less serious, or if a longer period of time passes between the commit-
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ting of the two offences? Is it sufficient for only the majority to agree with the 
application of the punishment, or do we wish to involve the offender in order to 
maximise the effect?

W hat is the role of the victim in the process of imposing punishment? Is the 
punishment more effective based on an interpersonal relationship or based on 
state power? To what extent are the interests of the victim to be taken into 
consideration by the application of a sanction?

Crime control can assign different roles to the reinforcement of law and pun
ishment. is one of the oldest objectives, in which the idea is expressed
that society disapproves of the act committed, and the punishment re-estab
lishes the balance lost by the committing of the offence. The purpose of nen- 

seems most simple: if we close up people that commit crimes higher 
than the average, then a smaller number of offenders endanger the others. The 
realization of .se/ecnw HeMf/Yz/izn/iw: is more complicated than it may first 
seem: the record of the offender is not the best indicator of the actual behav
iour, as the offender is not found at all in many cases; furthermore, the crime 
itself remains latent many times, /ncnpnci/nn'on is a mechanical process, 
whereas r/etewrerr/ builds upon the ability of the punishment to change the 
behaviour of the potential offender. Crime control based on r/eterrence wishes 
to influence this process of decision-making, it is therefore important that its 
possible consequence is clear and known. This aim is rooted in medieval time: 
the hanged body on the gallows was a spectacular illustration of the conse
quences of crime. However, problems with the spectators of executions existed 
in Dickens' times: „it seemed much more a mass entertainment, than a partici
pation in somebody's suffering for committing his crime. ... When John Hol
loway was executed in 1807. 45 thousand people were gathered. Twenty-seven 
people were trampled on or killed in the crowd; more than a hundred people 
were injured. Railway companies recruited travellers with cheaper fares to the 
execution's location."'

1. Why and how we punish?

The nature of punishment, the fundament of the punishment practice has been 
an area of concern not only for philosophers, but also for criminal lawyers and 
criminologists. The question has been dealt with by numerous foreign and 
Hungarian social scientists; I shall therefore rely upon their statements and 
scientific data, when examining the historical changes in the social function of 
punishment in order to highlight and uncover the new role and function of al
ternative sanctions.

' Taylor. D. (1998): Crime. Policing and Punishment in England. 1750-1914. St. Martin's 
Press. New York. p. 131
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The utilitarian approach to punishment surfaced with the Enhghtcnment. „The 
punishment of criminats shouid be usefu). A tianged man is good for nothing -  
a man sentenced to pubiic labour provides a benefit for his country on the one 
hand, and aiso serves as a tiving example" -  claimed Voltaire." Punishment is a 
sociat necessity -  said Durkheim. it serves to maintain moral order, and to de
fend it, even if it costs more than the harm caused by the crime. Furthermore it 
estabiishes the feeiing of sohdarity and belonging together in the society. Fou
cault thought that punishment is a statement of authoritative dominance; Elias 
placed the enforcement of punishment into the process of civilization.

However, the recognition of the social necessity of punishment does not mean 
the agreement of views upon the social function of punishment. The justifica
tion of punishment corresponds strongly to what we think about its purpose. 
The theories concerning punishment adapt to the wider idea of the state on the 
justification of the use of punishment, and also mirror the views of mankind of 
a given age.

If we regard the function of punishment as a category already given in legal 
thought, which criminal law borrows from ethics, it needs no further justifica
tion.' „Punishment is a sanction that concerns dignity, as opposed to any other 
legal sanction." -  claims András Szabó/ ..The function of punishment is not 
other than -  he says elsewhere^ -  to ensure impeccable cohesion through the 
preservation of the liveliness and effectiveness of community awareness, and 
the addressee is not primarily the criminal, but this community of decent peo
ple. in whom the lack of punishment would raise serious doubts concerning the 
effectiveness of the norm. In other words, the fundamental role of criminal 
punishment is actually the strengthening of the broken law. ... Crime negates 
this cohesion and solidarity categorically, and cohesion and solidarity would 
weaken if there were no community answer, and would not equilibrate the 
loosening of sociat solidarity." Determent can be „differentiated through its 
distinct and unmistakable emotional nature from all other sanctions applied by 
non-criminal areas of law" -  states István Bibó. Determent is therefore ..a 
sanction of deep outrage in spite of its rationalized and institutionalized form of 
legal procedure. Consequently, we are unable to accept a system of punishment 
that simply aims at functional defence: we feel it is indifferent towards the 
crime, and it lacks the solidarity towards the outrage of the victim and the vic- *

* Voltaire: Filozófiai ABC Törvények. II. Budapest. Kossuth Könyvkiadó. 1966.
Bibó. I. (1993): Etika és büntetőjog. In: Deviancia, emberi jogok, garanciák, (szerk.: Gönczöl.
K. -  Kcrezsi. K.) ELTE Szociálpolitikai Tanszék/T-Twins kiadó. Budapest, p 24.

 ̂ Szabó. A. (1993): Megelőzés és arányos büntetés. In: Deviancia, emberi jogok, garanciák.
(szerk.: Gönczöl. K. -  Kerezsi. K.) ELTE Szociálpolitikai Tanszék/T-Twins kiadó. Budapest.
p. 99.

 ̂ Szabó. A. (1996): A bűn és a büntetés erkölcsi kérdései. Főiskolai Figyelő 2. sz. p. 23.
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timized community."*' Can the deterring nature of the punishment be de
creased? We might ask and answer with István Bibó's own words: „it can on)y 
be decreased in case and to the extent of the decrease of society's inctine to 
outrage and determent.'"

But did society's inctine to outrage and determent ready dectine at the begin
ning of the 2tst century to an extent that sohdarity with the victim can be ex
pressed not onty through a deterring sanction? Cm; .sw/e/y <-;//b;*<7 r/;e m
/;y A; pwv/r/c rY/;;/7;7;;7;;;;; ¿c/tvee;; r-mrsiv/
/hr //;e m;<7 ;/;c rv/nxer/ /?v /;;;;;;'.s7;;;;c;;/ to //;<? o//<:v;r/rr u ;7/;o;;/
t/;c o/ o r/cxenw/ /;;<;;;'x7;;;;c;;t? !n order to be abte to answer these
questions, we must be famihar with society, its state of affairs, structure and 
nature. We must know what kind of socia) order it stands for, or wants to stand 
for. how it regards deviants, and what kind of measures it considers suitabie for 
deviants -  forma) and crimina) or informal and non-crimina! measures.
The search for the causes of crimina) human behaviour changed the theories 
about the justification and purpose of punishment. Denis Szabó divides ?/;<?.?<?

r;/;p;Y;r;c/;e.s „rmrwu.om/" m;<7 ..rcH/7;'c7" ;;;or/e7x, e;;;p/;r;- 
.sC;;;g t/;m /;r;.SYY/ /7;c /ttv; /;t;/Y/<7/g;;;.s. 7/;cxc ore /vO/;er /o 7;c 7r;7;c7/er7
te//er7;;o/ correntx. 7/;e woyx q/*/7;c At o poror/;g;;;.s ;;; v/ewx o;; /no;;, o/;<7 

re/o/;oo.s7o/; /;e/weeo /non o/;<7 /o'.s xorro;oo/;;;gx r/;//cr /;o;<-/o;;;e;Oo//y. One 
of them ctaims the great ductihty of human nature, in which environmenta) 
factors ptay a great rote/ The changeabihty of man as an idea !eads to the re
quirement that the punishment should be effective, therefore the main function 
of the punishment becomes prevention. The greater emphasis ptaced on com
munity interests increases the possibilities of the state to interfere to a greater 
extent in order to achieve the wished goa). and combine the punishment system 
with wetfare etements. We can determine which ctements of the crime are ac
tuary or potentiahy dangerous: this way we can cause the offender ..harm" 
through the punishment, in order to prevent the greater damage done by the 
committing of a further crimina) act. Szabó catts this view of man ..homo so
cial".

The opposing approach regards man as a ..homo morats", which is sceptica) 
concerning the abilities of man to change and it ctaims that a man's actions and 
behaviour are determined by the biotogica) and psychotogica) boundaries of the 
human body. It does not take into consideration the possible consequences, 
when justifying crime and the possibte future effects of the punishment. It 
evahtates the act done in the past, which in itsetf determines the measure of the 
necessarity punitive reaction.

'' Bibó. I. (1993): Etika... ibid. p. 2b.
 ̂ Bibb. ]. (1993): Etika... ibid. p. 27.

'  Szabó. D. ()98i): Kriminológia és krintinálpolitika. Gondolat. Budapest, p. 45.
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By Durkheim. punishment is the metaphor of moral communication, hut its 
practical language depends fundamentally on the cultural sensitivity of society. 
Punishment as moral communication is only effective, if it can be interpreted in 
only one way," and if the one punished truly understands the message of the 
punishment.'" Post-modern society is characterized by the plurality and clash of 
values and cultures; therefore punishment as a reaction of state authority can be 
interpreted in multiple ways. According to Sherman's studies for instance, 
members of different groups of society interpret the interference by the police 
in cases of family violence differently." Therefore the sanction, as a definite 
and direct reaction to the act can be questioned, because the individual is so
cialized in a special form of social relationships and reactions, which in a given 
case may transfer values that are in opposition to mainstream culture. TAg r<?r;- 
.ww/A/c;;c,s.\ or oorro.woo/Vroi'.s'.S' o/* o .sowt/oo A not o/u'ov.s' r/c/rrohncr/ /Ac 
.SYo?;e uv/y Ay /ouwoAcr.s', /rw-cn/brcor.s o;;<7 /Ac c?7;'zc;:. Reasonable sanctions 
enforce obedience to the law through underlining the legitimacy of the validity 
of law. Unreasonable sanctions, however, lessen obedience to the law, as they 
lessen the legitimacy of the validity of law.'" The fairness of any humiliation 
depends upon the offender's social bounding to the enforcer of the sanction and 
society itself," which is emphasized by Sherman from another angle: "the 
effectiveness of criminal sanctions depends on the basis created by informal 
social control. Therefore, the more informal social control decreases, the more 
careful and held-back we have to be in applying criminal sanctions".'** How
ever. criminal sanctions can be reintegrate, but also humiliating and exclu
sive."

'' Kövér, A. (1996): A büntetés elméletének kritikai megközelítése I. In: Kriminológiai és Kri
minalisztikai Tanulmányok. OKKrI. Budapest, p. 92. (Hungarian)
Duff. R.A. (2001): Punishment. Communication and Community. Oxford University Press, 
p.xvii.

"  Sherman. L.W. -  Berk, R.A. (1984): The specific deterrent effects of arrest for domestic 
assault. American Sociological Review. 49. 2. p. 261-272.

'* Tyler. T.R.: Why People Obey the Law. Cited by Sherman. L.W. (1994): Kriminológia és kri
minalizálás: Dac és a büntető szankcionálás tudománya. In: A társadalmi-politikai változások 
és a bűnözés -  a 21. század kihívása. Magyar Kriminológiai Társaság. Budapest, p. 35. 
(Hungarian)

' '  Schcff, T.J. -  Rct/inger. S.M.: Emotions and Violence: Shame and Rage in Destructive 
Conflicts. Quoted by: Sherman. L.W.: Kriminológia és kriminalizálás... ibid p. 35. 
(Hungarian)

'** Sherman. L.W. (1994): Kriminológia és kriminalizálás. .. ibid p. 31. (Hungarian)
"  Braithwaitc, J. (1996). Crime. Shame and Reintegration. Quoted by: Rob Watts: John 

Braithwaitc and Crime. Shame and Reintegration: Some Reflections on Theory and Crimi
nology. The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology. Volume 29. Number 2.. 
August, p. 124.
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7 / ; r '  /77-777777-7'  7/7777*7̂ 777*^ 7)777 o / ; / y  .?/]77iv.? 7/; 7' /7) c7*/77i/7777//7y,

/7777 7)/.?77 ;;;r //íY //ó '.s  7 / ;c  M ;w /e  77/ * /77*777'7/7'/77g 77777/7777 7 /y  /77-/7/  /77 /77' 7*7̂ / 77/ 77/. 77777/  / 77/ -  

/ 77H .S 7/777 777777/ 7/ 77-77777777.? /77 7/77? / 7777/ 777,7;  77/  .SY'7'777'77)' 77/  7-/7̂ 77.?. The targer the ten
sion between society's fear of crime and the efficiency of justice, the more 
possibie the want for repressive-authoritative crimina) poticy. and opposing, 
the longer a given justice system is able to fuifi) its duties with the measures 
avaitabte, and satisfy society's need for security, the wider room it shall have 
for a more humane and liberal criminal policy."' 7/ 77'  c ? .?C 7 7 7 c  77/ * 7-7-777777777/  .?7/77r-

777777 /.? 7/i<?7*<?/777*^ r/Y'7r'7'77!777e'7/ /z? 7/77' U'77/7'7' 7'77/777r77/ 77777/ ,?777'777/ C77V777777777C777, 

w /7/ 7/7 /.? 77/.?77 /777//7-7777'7/ /zv  7/77' /777'7 7/7777 7/777 .?7'7;77'777'777g /77Y77'777'77 77/ 7////7'7Y'7;7 

7Y7777)77*/7'.? 7/777'.? 7 7 77 7 7 ;7'7'7*.?.?777 7 /v  C777*7*77.?/777777/ r/77Y't'7/y 777 7/77' 7C777/7'777*!77.? 77/* C7 777)/-

7777//7V- Aebi and Kuhn justified with European data that the frequency of im
posing imprisonment is in no relation with the tendencies of criminal behav
iour.'^ In 1979 in Sweden, the prison population decreased in spite of the in
crease of crime rate. Svensson claims that an explanation is provided by the 
attitude of Swedes, w ho -  especially in case of crimes against property -  find 
restoration more important than imprisonment." Christie found a similar differ
ence between crime rate and prison population." Platek, based on Polish data, 
draws attention to the following: the increase of the male prison population 
resulted in an overcrowdedness of prison, the Polish government therefore tar
geted the decreasing of prison sentences for female offenders. The number of 
female offenders imprisoned declined in spite of the crime rate being con
stant.'" Savelsberg compared the criminal and sentencing data of Germany and 
the United States for a longer period of time. He found that in Germany prison 
population declined, although the crime rate was up by 25%. Between 1970 
and 1984, the 75% growth of the crime rate was only accompanied by a 50% 
growth in prison population. In the United States, in spite of the dramatic in
crease of crime in the 60s and 70s, the frequency of the imprisonment sentence 
did not change. On the other hand, along with the slight increase of the crime 
rate in the 1980s, imprisonment sentences doubled. Savelsberg explains the 
phenomenon with the treatment and labelling theories' sudden popularity in the

Farkas. A.(]998): A kriminálpolitika és a büntető igazságszolgáltatás hatékonysága, tn: Ta
nulmányok Szabó András 70. születésnapjára, (szerk: Cönczöl. K. -  Kerexsi, K.) Magyar Kri- 
mmológiai Társaság. Budapest. p.8l. (Hungarian)

' '  Aebi. M.F. -  Kulin. A. (2000): Number of entries into prison, length of sentences and crime 
rate. European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research, vo). 8. no. I.
Svensson. B. (1979): We can get by 3000 prisoners. Svcriges Expo]trad Spaktjánst. p. 1-5. 
Quoted by: Platek. M.(200l): International and European Standards Regarding Alternatives to 
Imprisonment In: Alternatives to Imprisonment in Central and Eastern Europe. Penal Reform 
International -  Open Society Foundation. Romania, p. 21.
Christie. N. (1998): Bünözéskontroll Európában és Eszak-Európáhan. Kriminológiai Közle
mények 55.k. Magyar Kriminológiai Társaság. Budapest, p. 98. (Hungáriát))
Platek. M. (2001): International and European Standards... ibid. p. 21.
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60s and 70s that hindered the dramatic growth of prison sentences. The puni
tive attitude of Americans developed onty a little tate. after the end of the great 
increase in crime rates. The attitude of the pubtic to crime did not develop in 
itself; it was rather parade) to the strengthening of the neoconservative ap
proach. as a resuit of which the responsibiiity for success and unsuccessfutness 
both economicatty and sociaHy transferred from the state to the individual."' A 
large number of research experiences have been compiied to show that pun
ishment, as a socia) institution does not connect to criminality only, but also to 
economical and social status, especially in well identifiable groups of society. 
John Irwin, when examining American prisons, came to the conclusion that, 
irrespective of sanctioning principles, the American prison serves as a means of 
controlling the potentially dangerous group of poor and unemployed popula
tion."

2. The metamorphosis of punishment

7/;c q/' .. IV/;y we pm;A7?3" A c/o^e/y to;ir:ecfe<r/ fo '/:<? que-s/A?;: q/'
„/Von- we /HmA/:?" In course of the arguments on sanctions, one thing seems to 
be agreed upon: m f/;e /j/'we.s.s q/ ?/:e /rtc/rr/ttorq/ioxA q/pMoA/MHeH?, r/;e g/cof- 
e.sv r/iroige oceu/ver/ ?/:e m/v; q / t/:e r;w/ /9"' eeruury, w7;e/? p/)y.s/erv/ 
pimA'/wienf wr/.s' req/r/eee/ /?y u;.s'//mqo/;rAAer/ quoA/oMenr, what was so logi
cally deduced by Foucault. '
Concerning the changes on the essence of punishment, the next big step had 
come in the 1960s, which evaluation is ambiguous. From among the new phe
nomena of the mid-2()"' century. Andrew Scull assigns great significance to two 
parallel tendencies:

1. co777M;;o?Ay corrections oioventeH?, in which the offenders are dealt with 
in the community, instead of locking them up in custodial institutions,

2. coiiiiiiiinAy core nioveniciit, which treats mental patients under commu
nity circumstances along similar guidelines, and which results in the 
systematic closure of large-scale psychiatric institutions."* (Although in 
my opinion this does not clarify, whether the closing of large psychiat
ric institutions is an effect or a cause of this principle.)

2' Savelsberg. J.J. (]994): Knowledge. Domination and Criminal Punishment. AJS Volume 99. 
Number 4 (January): p. 919.

^  Irwin. J. (1990): The Jail: Managing the Underclass in American Society. Berkeley, 
California. Quoted by: Duff. A. -  Garland. D. (eds.)(!994): A Reader on Punishment. Oxford 
University Press. Oxford, p. 32.
Foucault. M. (1979): Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. New York: Random 
House

^  Scull. A. (1977): Decarceration: Community Treatment and the Deviant -  A Radical View 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice Hall. Quoted by: Cavadino. M. -  Dignau. J.(I992): The Penal 
System: Introduction. Sage Publications. London, p. 187.
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Scull claims that the similar treatment policy of „bad ones" and ..mad ones" 
was made possible by the policy of décarcération dominating both domains. He 
originates the intention of décarcération from a necessity of cost-cutting, and he 
does not regard it as intent to create more effective forms of treatment. In his 
opinion, the abolishing of institutions served neither the interest of deviants, 
nor that of the public. The process was not a planned one. but a quick step from 
treatment to non-treatment, which resulted among other consequences in 
homelessness and big city ghettos.

Reducing the problem to solely financial elements simplifies it to quite an ex
tent. It implies that the state was forced to abolish institutions, because the tra
ditional methods of treating and controlling the ..problematic population" had 
become relatively expensive, even though the cost could have been cut in other 
ways as well, such as through cutting welfare costs. According to Cavadino and 
Dignan. this was exactly what the state did: simultaneously with décarcération, 
the state diminished the expenditures on public service."' However, why public 
service expenses had been cut only in the welfare services, whereas criminal 
justice was provided increasing financial support, demands an explanation. 
Stanley Cohen evaluates the above phenomena not as a changing, but as a 
strengthening of the essence of punishment. The changes of criminal policy 
connected to the appearance of sanctions enforced in the public provide strong 
evidence for /Ac co/ifw/ twcAtvm'.sw.s q/* /Ac .iVrt/r Aemg r/ccp/y mcor/wm/er/ 
/;;/o .s'w?e/vÁ' He identifies a number of forms of this kind of spreading of con
trol. Cohen regards the formation of public justice as a form of disciplinary 
measure, which penetrates into society through the large institutions. Mathien- 
sen, who emphasizes the possibility of control in relation to not only individu
als. but also to whole groups and categories of persons, carries on the thought. 
According to his example, the forms of control involving developed technical 
devices are furthermore dangerous, because the features of disciplinary meas
ures change, and the application of open measures becomes more and more 
hidden."^ Bottoms, however, contradicts this view."*' In his analysis, the 
disciplinary measure in the Foucaultean sense contains two key elements:

Cavadino. M. -  Dignan. J.( 1992): The Penal System... ihid. p. 189.
Cohen. S. ()979): The Punitive City: Notes on the Dispersal of Social Control. Contemporary 
Crisis. Vol. 3.. p. 339-363.

 ̂ Mathienscn. T. (1983): The Future of Control Systems -  the Case of Norway. hi: Garland. D - 
Young. P. (Fds) (1983): the Power to Punish: Contemporary Penality and Social Analysis. 
London: Heinemann. Quoted by: Cavadino, M. -  Dignan. J.(I992): The Penal System... ibid, 
p. 193.

' '  Bottoms. A. (1983): Neglected Features of Contemporary Pena) Systems, lit: Garland. D- 
Young. P. (Eds) (1983): The Power to Punish: Contemporary Penality and Social Analysis. 
London: Heinemann. Quoted by: Cavadino. M. -  Dignan. J.( 1992): The Penal System... ibid, 
p. 193.
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authority, and the practical technique of tampering a person's soul in order to 
compel an obedient. law-abiding behaviour. This way the form of control men
tioned by Mathicnsen is a more developed one, but only a technical part of 
police work, and not the practical technique Foucault talks about. Furthermore, 
Bottoms points out an interesting fact in the post-war sentencing practice: /be 
.bg/b/bY//t/ yrott/b /7/ /be /rer/t/e/icy q/ /b;<7/;fbb ,se/;/e/;re.\. Notwithstanding it 
could serve as a substitute for imprisonment, b cr/////o/ be ////erpre/eb r/x r/ b/.s- 
e/////7/o/w ///////'.sb/z/e/iZ bt bn* Fo/zer/Z/ee/// xe//.se. This is because neither the fi
nancia) sentence, nor the suspended sentence required the constant surveillance 
of an institution of the crimina) justice system, therefore it had the rote to pro
vide equihbrium opposing to disciphnary sentence. The condusion is thus 
drawn, not the disciphnary forms spread in the mid-20'' century, but the so- 
catted judiciat-jurisdiction mode) is renewed, which, beside physicat punish
ment. and the reptacing institutiona) punishments, provides a third atternative. 
Bottoms exptains the repettcnce of their mode) in the course of devetopment 
with the techniques of sociat controt. which were buitt upon this mode) and had 
proven ineffective at the time to maintain sociat order. There is indeed a second 
big transformation in the mid-20" century, this, however, shoutd not be inter
preted in the way that the controt concentrated in the prison prohferates into 
society, but that institutiona) punishment starts moving towards judiciat pun
ishment systems. In the course of this process, the rote of punishment among 
the instruments of sociat controt rather decreases than grows. Contrary to in- 
stitutionat punishments, the offender was meant to be reformed through disci
plinary measures, the aim of judiciat punishment is to ..downgrade individuáis 
to objects", which is served mainty by the formation of uniform sentencing 
conditions. Bottoms says that the dominance of the judiciat system is indicated 
by the fact that the enforcement of a number of sanctions is not controtted for- 
matty by an organization of crimina) justice, such as the financia) sanctions and 
tatety compensation."^

Needtess to say. bo/b b/rer/b/z/x //te///7o/:eb <7re /zrexe/;/ b? /be rrb;/b/rb /zo/be 
//rc/e/be q/ /obrzy. In spite of being abte to argue -  especiatty regarding the 
European devetopment -  either for the proliferation of the controt of crimina) 
justice, or for that of judiciat punishment and of strengthening the symbotic 
function of punishment, /be /zr.s/ /zzobe/ regrzrbbzg ro//z//zzz/zz7y /z;//;bb//;c/;/.s z'.s 
///ore .szjg/zz'/zerzzz/. Bottoms, as wet) as Cavadino and Dignan atso argue that 
there is no such agent of crimina) justice on stage, that woutd tietp in expanding 
the controt.

Bottoms. A. ()983): Ncgtcctcd Features... ibid p. t96.
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!n m y o p in io n , 7/7/A/y'.s' /A/7/;yc.s Az r/zz/izzi/z/zz/y A/777/ / 7/777.S' / / 777// pr/zAzzA/y ///.s/7 /Ac 
/*A/777ge.S 777 /A 7 /7 77/777j co n  A / 777/7'7/77*777*// /7A // x/7/ 7 /7/ CA/cn.s/'o/; p / /'/777/ 7*77/. T h is  
is p e rh a p s  b ec au se  /A cre A on  ogc/O o/ncor/y prc.ycnr Az /Ac co/n/no/n'A ', wAz'/A /A 
o/?/c //7 cApz/zz// /Ac //Asc/p/Az/z/y / / 777/ 7 /7/ p /  / 7*7777777/7/ /n.s/icc.' 7/ /.s /Ac /7 7 /7A///7/777 

.SC7T7CC. T h is  ro te  is m ade  fu tfitte d  by  /n o  n ew  /co//77*c,s o/*/Ac Az-s/Azz/Az/z ezz- 
//77"/'77!g /'/777777777777/y A07/C//07/A'.' / / /  /Ac 77CW /7/7/77 /777/'/! 77/ 07*7/777770/ poA cy /Ao/ 
pZZ.sA/?// /Ac.SC 07*y0777'/;0/7077.S 777 / 0  /Ac /'/777777777777/y 07*0770. /777// ///*/A;CX /Ac 070/ 7777 
/777// /Ac /'/777777777777/y 77707*0 077// 77707*0 //.S' O c//C77/ 777.S/CO// p /  /Ac p//c77//c7*. H ow - 
e v e r, th is  ch a n g e  w o u td  no t be in its e tf  su ff ic ie n t fo r  th e  p ro h fe ra tio n  o f  co n - 
tro t. T h e re  is o/zo/Ac/* A/ezz/z/z/zA/c c /c /ncn /, wAAA, 0 0 /7 7 7 0 0 / 0 // /o  /Ac / 0 7 *77707* 0 7 7 0 , 
.so/OCA /Ac p/oA /c//;.' /2 /  /Ac /77*77707/ 7 / 0  p /  /107*0 /o/c7*O7!C0 CO770C7*77777g 077/7.S0070/ 
AcAo07O777* /Ao/ /A'.S/777'A.S /Ac p//n/7/y pA ///0 . A/oAo/7077 S071'7C0.S'. AcA/g ,./7*0/7/70//" 
AcPOCC/7 /Ac /W O /77*OO.S, 0077770/ //o  O/iy/AZ/ig c/.SO Azz/ /7*077̂ /07*777 /Ac CA/70C/O/7O77.S 
AooA 077// Ao/*/A. B esid es , th e re  a re  tw o  fu rth e r  c h a ra c te r is tic s  to  be id en tif ied , 
w h ich  u n d e r tin e  th e  s ta tem en t: (a) the  c h a n g e  o f  the p r in c ip te  and p h ito so p h y  
o f  c r im e  co n tro t, w h ich  is n ec essa rity  p re se n t in the  a im s to  be ac co m p tish e d  
w ith  th e  p u n ish m en t, an d  (b) the  d e f in in g  o f  th o se  g o v e rn m e n ta t g o a ts , w h ich  
c o n n e c t th e  p ro b a tio n  se rv ic es  c to se r  an d  c to se r  to  the  sp h e re  o f  c rim in a t j u s 
tice . T h e  m e ch a n ism  can  be ittu s tra te d  w ith  a re ta tiv e ty  s im p te  d iag ram .
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The aforementioned process can be most ptasticatty traced in a governmentat 
intent conceived in the United Kingdom, which binds the probation service to 
criminat justice. This convergence can be experienced in other countries as 
wet). The paper emitted „The new foundations of the parote service" published 
in Norway in i993 had as one of its fundamentat suggestions for change ..the 
need to estabtish a ctoser organizational tink with the criminat justice sys-



The new Dutch projective „Sanctions in perspective" transformed the 
old „task-based" tega! consequences into criminal sanctions, which „are en
forced under the probation service's strict supervision, from the sentencing to 
the withdrawing of freedom and through the phases of constraint of freedom to 
socia) reintegration."^ The same tendency is to be observed in Eastern-Euro- 
pean countries, where the newfy formed or transformed probation services are 
originatiy in close connection with the criminal justice branch.

The degree of punishment depends upon the degree of mora! outrage -  churned 
Denis Szabo. The degree of moral outrage, however, depends rather on how 
much the pubiic trusts the effectiveness of the organizations of public safety -  
he adds most practically.'" This trust can naturally be defined in a positive and 
a negative manner as wc)I, and can have heightened significance in cases, 
which are not carried out under dosed institutional circumstances. 77te /;o/y- 
CM-sicr/m/ <7<? w / oty/y /v/Ae //ye yyyreA/yo/? u7;<?/*e //zeyr /Vt/ce z'.s' yyyyyo/yg
f/ic ryese/try/ q/ cryyyyyyyyy/ .wyyyr/yrtyy.s. /yyy/ tz/.w //ze y/yzes/yrty; o/' yy/ytzy.t/ h/¡y'y/y gyyyy/e- 
/y'yyy.s yyyyy/ ynncy/Vc-.s' .s/yyyyy/y/ //zey /ze yyqq/zey/. Do they have to be imposed in 
accordance with the requirement of proportionality, and if yes, how can this be 
achieved? Does it have any significance that these sanctions place a smafler 
financial burden on the criminal justice system than imprisonment? Have the 
special features of the „environment", in which these sanctions are carried out, 
to be taken into consideration? Is it important tiow criminal justice regards 
community?
The relationship between state, market participants, and citizens changes 
doubtlessly and is constantly transforming in iate-modern societies, as did the 
expfanation of the need for this relationship. In the past decades, the gradual 
dominance of the idea of community in criminal justice and in neighbouring 
areas was detectabfe. New categories such as community policing, community 
prosecution and community justice or community correction a)! indicate that 
?/ie yyyy/yozy rt/ coyyyyyyyyyyy/y /yyy.s r/;y/r't'y/ yy/z/ze z/z/o t/ene /j/Yormn/v h'y//y y'ryyzzzzzyy/ 
/HAn'ce. 77ye.se p/yy yy.se.s y;yyy;e//;e/e.s.s yr/w zzzy/zyyy/e 7/;ry/ //zz.s /y/yy/yyzzz.s/zyq is yyyyz/yy/ 
/yeyn eey; /zyyy/yyzpyyzz/x, yyzzzyzzzg w/zz'y/z yyzzzzzyy/yyzyz wozz/y/ /trzvy /zyyzz zzzzzzzzyzgzzzyz/z/y 
yy /esc Jeew/e.s yygyy. Among the sanctions the formation of the idea of commu
nity penalties, or the means of restorative justice (such as mediation, compen
sation. or family group conferences), which introduce new characters into the

Larsson. P. (2002): Punishment in the Community: Norwegian Experiences with Community 
Sanctions and Measures, fn: Aihrecln. !!-.) -  van Kalmthottt. A (eds): Community Sanctions 
and Measures in Europe and North America, tit), iusertm. Max-Planck fnstittne. Freiburg/ 
Brcisgnu. p. 407

' Sanction poiicy. Yearbook 2000.
http://w\\ w.ntin just. n)/b_organ/dp)s/engels/yb2000_sanct ion_pohcy.htm
S/abd. D. ttOSI): Krittiinoidgia... ibid p 2b. (ffungarian)
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system of accountability, and apply formerly unknown ways of problem solv
ing. all indicate that community has become a central notion in criminal justice. 
Thus, there seems to be a need to examine, which elements justify the riveting 
of this notion in criminal justice. Does the essence of this concept differ from 
that in other disciplines, does it rearrange the correlation between the tradi
tional and new participants of criminal justice, and does it change the func
tioning of criminal justice? The concept of community in the aforementioned 
context deserves further examination from at least two aspects: from the rela
tion between (I) crime and community, and (2) community and the criminal 
justice system.

3. The concept of community

Let us start by clarifying what we mean by the concept of community. Ac
cording to Vilmos Csányi ..the biological optimum of social aptitude is at small 
groups of 50-100. perhaps at tribal and clan formations of a couple of hundred 
members. In modern societies, people belong to numerous groups and organi
zations at the same time, nonetheless quite loosely. ... The groups based upon 
relationships involving feelings and faithfulness are less significant ... Modern 
people behave as though they themselves were a group."" Crwwuwóy (w; /v 
<7c/me<7 ox <7 He/góóoMr/iíwr/. .scózzzz/ /<ww. frur/c wórw. c/v// c/rc/M, or rór/c.s' 

on /bíwr/.s/óp, /urge yów//y, wóuc /bóc. or u;;y o//;cr orfnu/ group -  
claim Bazemore and Griffiths.^ Howard Zchr uses the word ..shalom" to de
scribe a group, which is peoce/u/. córv/ów/. ou<7/rer. This docs not mean no 
conflicts, but oppositions and crimes are secured by a process that respects all 
rights -  especially those of children/ '

Most sources build the coucepf p/VonuM/oofy upon one or wore o.sperf.s o/'.so- 
c/u/ cowp/eA/'/y, w/ócó eon /?e o geogrop/u'eo/ /erróorv. ron.seu.w.s', <7/v/.sów o/ 
/o/;our. efr. Tönnies' description relies on the distinction of the concepts of 
community and society, according to which all trusting, homely and exclusive 
coexistence should be regarded as a community (Ccmcinschalt). Gowwunúv /.? 
o /Ivóig orgu/u'.sw. whilst society is a mechanical compound, an artificial crea-

Csányi. V.: A politikának színt kel! vallania. Népszabadság. September 8. 2001. p. 21. 
(Hungarian)
Bazemore. G. -  Grifltths. T. C. (1997): Conferences. Circles. Boards and Mediations: 
Scouting the ..New Wave" of Community Justice Decisionmaking Approaches, federal 
Probation. 61 (2). pp. 25-37.
Zchr. H. (1995): Changing lenses: a new focus foretime and justice. 2'**ed. Scottdale. PA: 
Herald Press. Quoted by: Wright. M. (2000): Restorative justice for juveniles and adults. 
Paper for Conference on Human rights and education: global and regional problems and 
perspectives'. Khanti-Mansiysk. 21-24 August. Manuscript
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tion (CeseHschaft).'^' Maclver and Page emphasize 7/77* X 7 7 C 7 7 7 /  / * c / 77777777.?  7 7 /  7/77* 

77 77/7 V 7 7 /7 7 7 7 / 77777/ co//n/nn;;7y co/?e.s;o/! ó; 7/77* 7 7 / ' co/wnn/n7y: „commu
nity is an area of social tife. which is characterized by a certain degree of social 
cohesion. The fundament of community is locality and a feeling of commu
nity." The development of communication weakens without doubt the criterion 
of being bound locally, but this change in the opinion does not diminish the 
relation between social cohesion and geographical location in the concept of 
community.'^ It is an accepted statement in the social studies of today that 
„high modernity" is formed by the twin processes of globalization and local
ization.'^ It is thus an important aspect, stressed by Maclvcrand Page that co/?t- 
7777777 7777*.? T w A /  u 7 / / ; / u  / w g e r  ( ' < w ; 77u m ; 7 / c .s ' .  77777/ 7/7 7 7 /  / A c  /7 77 x7 '.?  7 7 / ' c o M H U H / H / y  /,?  

/orr;/;7y. Talcott Parsons takes on a systematic approach in defining community 
as a special phenomenon of the structure of the social system, which can be 
regarded as the local arrangement of persons, as well as their actions. '

The 77/ / 7^ / 7777̂ / 77,g  . W 7 7 t g u ' / ? e r e  has a central place
in many approaches of the concept of community. The close relationship, how
ever, exactly because of the aforementioned technical development, does not 
necessarily mean territorial identicalness. Melvin Webber mentions profes
sional communities as an example, members of which maintain close relation
ships with a wide network of fellow professionals, who may live all over the 
world. Webber concludes that the fundamental element of community is there
fore communication. Thus, he names two defining elements of community:
77777/777!/ 77!/7*7'7*.?/ 77777/  7*77/7;777!77777Y 7/7077.''"

The concept of community does not only occur in relation to the need of clari
fying conceptual terms, but many times out of 7*7777777777777/  7*7*77x 777!.? . The main 
question of this approach is: how can something, which is lost, be restored? 
The conclusion is -  interestingly -  mostly that the trouble is not with the com
munity. but much more with the people the community is or should be consti
tuted of?" Putnam's description in 1995 was that America is no longer a nation

Tunnies. F. (1994): Közösség és társadalom. In: Gosztonyi. G. (ed.): Közösségi szociális 
munka. A szociális munka elmélete és gyakorlata. 3. kötet. Semmelweis Kiadó. Budapest, p. 
197. (Hungarian)
Maelver. R.M. -  Page. C.H. (1994): A közösség az. amelyben az egyén teljes életet élhet. In: 
Közösségi szociális munka... ibid p. 199. (Hungarian)
Giddcns. A. (1990): The Conccqucnccs of Modernity. Cambridge: Polity Press. Quoted by: 
Crawford. A. (1997); The Local Governance of Crime: Appeals to Community and 
Partnerships. Clarendon Press. Oxford p. 5.
Parsons. T. (1970) On Building Social System Theory: A Personal History. Daedalus. 99:826- 
88)
Webber. M.M. (1994): Az. érdekközösség definíciójához. In: Közösségi szociális munka. .. 
ibid.p. 205. (Hungarian)

*" Wolfson. A. (1997): Individualism: New and old. Public Interest. Winter. (126): pp. 75-88.
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of joiners; Americans are „bowting atone". not in bowting ieagues. Some might 
respond so what or good riddance/" /Ac Aocnz/AvycAo/og/c/i/ r/qqror/cA cwmo/ 
Acybrgot/en tt'Acn z/crt/;/;g w//A /Ac concur q/co/?!^um/'/y, tt'A/c/; r/c/Atcv ;7 res r/ 
cwnqrz/mc/ q/qc/*Aonr//;7y /yqc.s', res „every co//;r/)/r/!/7y cc/n sc/ Ao/mr/r/r/CA /o /Ac 
/wss/A;7//;c.s' q/ /Ac r/cvc/nq/nc/;/ q/*qcrA<?nnA/y"/' ft is hardiy a coincidence, 
that the hero type of American fitms is the tone ranger, the 'one against a!L- 
type. whereas in Europe the hero is more wavering, futt of doubts. Community 
gets great emphasis in the system of arguments of conservatives, especiatty in 
regarding the possibte cmotiona) aspect, the tost community, which is not onty 
a preserving, but atso an environment futt of requirements. Amitai Etzioni cre
ated the communitarian manifesto in f99t, in which great emphasis was ptaced 
on the need to estabtish batance between rights and obtigations/** In defining 
the concept of community Etzioni mentions as important the c/ose/icss q/*rc/rr- 
/?<wsA//).s' r;;;r/ /Ac co;?;;/Hm/7v q/'c/rAnrc. Community can be mostty character
ized by two features -  he says -  the creation of effective networks of reiation 
within groups of members (opposed to simpte pair attachments, or a chain of 
individua) reiationships). such, which thoroughiy intertwine the group, and one 
strengthens the other. At the same time the concept of community atso contains 
commitment, which means accepting the vatues. norms and approaches 
adapted by the community.^ This approach ctaims that there are two simut- 
taneous powers predominancy present: the centripeta! power of community 
and the centrifuga) power of individua) autonomy. These two powers, obeying 
ru)es and autonomy are present in the tension between rights and obhgations.

it is hardty a coincidence, that connection with the concept of community, the 
r/;tc.s/t'rtn q/' /Ac reA/Ac/csA/q q/' rA'//cre/;/ c<w;Mi;mt7/e.s As rrA.setA /'/a/ r/.s /Ac 
/;rrzA/c/;t q/T;;rqrz/77y//nA;rzr//y. whicti puts the problem in a specia) tight con
cerning the rotation between community and crime. According to Hobshawm. 
..the word community had never before been used without any consideration or 
content, than in the decade in whicti communities, in the sociotogicat sense, 
were most difficult to find in reat tife"/*' During the past decades, the retation- 
stiip to crime, as a community probtem changed. !t became genera) in pubtic

*' Putnam. R. ..Howling Atone: Americas Declining Social Capital* Journal of Democracy. 
Quoted by: Galston. William. A. (1997): Crime fighters. Public Interest. (126): Winter pp. 
102-107
Wirth. L. (1994): Adalékok a helyi közösség definíciójához. In: Közösségi szociális munka... 
ibid p. 203. (Hungarian)

^  Etzioni. A.( 1991): The Spirit of Community: Rights. Responsibilities, and the Communitarian 
Agenda. Crown. 323 pp.

^  Etzioni. A. (1995): The Attack on Community: The Grooved Debate. Society. Volume 32. 
No. 5. (July/August). pp. 12-17.
Hobsbawm. E. (t995): Age of Extremes: The Short Twentieth Century. 1914-199). London: 
Abacus. Quoted by: Crawford. A. ()997): The Local Governance... ibid. p. 148.
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opinion and poiitics that crime is a result of the decline and maifunctioning of 
the community, which can be traced back to the weakening of community rela
tions, to the moral decline of the community, and on the whole to the malfunc
tion of the informal control mechanisms of the community. This approach leads 
directly to the idea that crime can be decreased through the strengthening of 
communities. The key element of the approach is /tow to r/e/ttte ;/te eontnttntt'fy 
-  o/o/tg w/to? gnn/r/tne.v one/ /ntttetq/e.s' t/te cotnnnnn'fy f/tof neer/.s to /;e 
.strettgi/tetter/. A further problem is that in some cases community norms them
selves lead to breaking the law -  as already proven by research on sub-culture 
and the football-hooliganism of nowadays. Regarding crime prevention Currie 
points out convincingly that community can be defined out of two premises, 
which evaluate the possible problem-solving capacities of a community differ
ently. The first hypothesis, characteristic especially of political discourse, as
signs a .s-ynt/to/tr tnenn/ng to cowHiMHffy, and explains it as a given allocation of 
common approaches, actually from a socio-psychologica) point of view. It re
lies upon the symboiic notion of community in people's minds, and if attitudes 
and symbols can be changed, that does not only lead to the right behaviour, but 
also strengthens the people's sense of community and vice versa. In the field of 
crime control, the principle of „broken windows" shows that the concept is 
easily definable on the level of symbols and attitudes being significant. Wilson 
and Keliing say that the „policy of broken windows" in the field of crime con
trol means that it cannot be detached from community. On the contrary, it de
pends upon the success in restoring and strengthening community: „the new 
focus in maintaining public order is not the vigilance liberals' fear, but the new 
sense of optimism, in which civilization and community can be restored.^ Ac
cording to Currie, the symbolic approach of the first premise lacks the „struc
tural awareness" of the second one. From this point of view, the community is 
not mereiy an allocation of approaches, which needs to be ..implanted" or „mo
bilized". but an or/tvc crcon'on q/*n;.s't;'tnn'otty q/*/ong-tcrnt (e.g. work,
family connections, religious and community organizations) that are able to 
affect integrity of economic and social forces.^

77?c c/etnenfs q/*?/te concept o/Toco/ co7H7HMH//y, espectn//y /oco/tty -  '/tc/ottg- 
tng xontcw/tcrc' -  nn<7 t/tc .s'y.vfen; q/rc/oftott.s regorr/tng o given connnnn/fv ore 
cxfrctttc/y .v/gnt/tconr tn t/tc evo/norton q/' t/tc new r/eve/o/nnenf.s q/* crone con- 
fro/. This feature is not to be neglected when examining community sanctions, 
because f/n.s A t/te envtronntent, t/te /oco/tty. in w/tt'e/t n/tewnt/ve sonct/onx ore

 ̂ Wilson. J Q. -  Kclling. G.L.(I989): Making Neighbourhoods Safe. The Atlantic Monthly: 
February Volume 263. Number 2: pp. 46-52.

^  Currie. E. (1988): "Two Visions of Community Crime Prevention' In: T. Hope -  M. Shaw 
(edst: Communities and Crime Reduction. l.ondoti HMSO. Quoted by: Crawford. A. (1997): 
the Local Governance... ibid. p. 155.
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/YA///2C/A Interestingly. a smaü number of sources are attentive to the question 
of community, they rather focus on the effectiveness and the enforcing 'tech
nique* of sanctions. The iiterature concerning crime prevention deats with the 
question in arnpie detai); therefore ! shail use these sources to analyze the 'en
forcing environment* of community sanctions. ! wi!i not deal with the quite 
rich literature of crime prevention: I will rather concentrate on the problems 
that can influence the enforcement of community sanctions.

4. New notion in the system: the 'community safety'

The studies of latency indicate that cA/ce/rs r/xx/p/; g/Y 'A/e.s/ .s;' /̂u'//cw;cc /o 
/Aoxc tcA/cA were r c / u / t A / A v /  A; /AcA rexA/e/A/A// r v /Y v /.  There are differ
ences in the security of the residential areas, merely being a member of a mi
nority can be a determining factor in victimization: black Americans have a 
3!% greater chance of becoming a victim than whites/" Crime prevention 
therefore aims at influencing the individual and social causes of criminality, 
decreasing the danger of committing a crime, reducing the harmful effects of 
criminality on individuals and society, as well as the fear of crime of citizens. 
The importance of crime prevention and the imposing of preventive factors are 
not questioned, and have extreme significance in dealing with petty offences 
and unlawful behaviour endangering the life of a local community, ft is more 
and more accepted that this is associated with the activity of local self-govern
ments.

Naturally, the r/;/cx/Ar/; mVxex.' tt'Ay <7;!/ /Ac A/t/mwcA c/H/;Ar/x/'zA;,i? /Ac xccn/7/y 
q/'/Ac community /wv/A/ /nx/ At /Ac <S0x ttttA 9/7x7 ft is clear that by this time it 
became apparent that the system of crime control is no longer able to follow the 
growth of crime, and to bring to a halt the unfavourable changes, so new solu
tions were indispensable. /Ac /oxx q/'/;*nx/ At /Ac .s/tt/c Artt/rt rc/t/ttv/ tvAc At /Ac 
/morexx. ExpccAA/v /Ac /AAA At /Ac x/r//c'x t/AtA/v /c gtttttYttt/cc xq/c/v, ttttt/ Ae- 
(Yttt.SC q/7Ac C.SYYtAt/tOtt q/'xccAA /c<7/ . /tCtt/Ac Attt'C Acgtttt /tt '/tt/.C AtttA ' /Ac c/tt c 
/At* /Actt* mt tt xccttt*t/v /tvtttt /Ac x/rAc. The loss of trust is characteristic not only 
in connection with the institutions of criminal justice, but also with govern
mental establishment in general. Although in the 1970s the distrust in authori
ties was regarded as a democratic crisis, today it is rather regarded as a requi
site of the modernization process/" This is illustrated by the fact that in the new

Sherman. LAV. (2002): Trust and Confidence in Criminal Justice. National institute of Justice 
Journal, issue No. 248.. p. 22.
Norris. N. -  Pipa. M (cds)(l998): Critical Citizens: Gtohal Support lor Oentoctaric 
Governance. Oxford: Oxford Lnivcrsny Press. Quoted hy: Rondcson. U.V. (2002): Nordic 
Moral Climates. Value Continuities and Discontinuities in Denmark. Finland. Norway, and 
Sweden. Transaction Publishers, p 58.
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member states of the EU. 27% of those questioned trust their countries' iegai 
system, whiist the rate was 48% in the oid member states. There is a significant 
difference regarding the trust in the poiice: 45% of the citizens of the new 
member states as opposed to the former positive answer of 65% given by oid 
member states. ' Americans empioy ).5 miiiion private poiice officers for du
ties the professionat poiice force is unabie to handie/" Accordingiy. it is in
teresting to note the study, which shows that Americans trust neither their 
banking system, nor the education system, nor the system of state justice, in 
spite of this, their trust in the poiice is quite high, in rj/wi/o/;, /Ac
/o.s.s q/Tnt.sr ;.s- Ac /rwer/ Ar/rA /o /Ac gene/'o/ r/er//);e A; 7/ o.s7/;;g A/cro/rA/co/ 
7*e/o7/o7!A/ His exampie iiiustrates the symbois of inequaiity manifested in 
criminai justice by the procedures that require persons to stand up as the judge 
enters the room, or citizens who are required to obey instructions of the poiice, 
even though the poiice officer in ciiarge is disrespectfui. These ruies suggest 
that the officiai is more important than the citizen, and this intensifies the dis
trust in iaw. He defines the theory of proccdurai equaiity. according to which 
the equai treatment of citizens encourages trust in authorities. Thus, pcopie 
demand reiationships based upon equaiity in aii areas of iife. Let us e.\<w;Ati' 
-SAer/nw; '.s .s'7r/7e//ii'/;7.s r/A'g/i A/.s* c/m/n.s r//tr/ /Ac r/.s/rec/.s Ac r/oe.s' /;o7 /r/Ae 
At/o co/;.s/r/e7Y/7/̂ 77. According to him. citizens do not accept hierarchy in the 
pubiic sphere, as the authenticity of state estabiishment's deciines. However. 
American citizens beiicve in the poiice. even though it is aiso an institution of 
state authority. Sherman expiains this with egaiitarian culture and the prevaii- 
ing of consensuai proccdurai equaiity. which he traces back to the changed 
reiationship of poiice and public. The poiice pay attention to iocai probiems, 
piay a roie of service, and interpret its activities according to the consensuai 
mode). AH of this sounds very convincing, it faiis to recognize, however, that 
the reiation of state power and citizens cannot be interpreted simpiy from the 
point of view of equaiity. Especiaiiy. because peopie do not at aii esteem each 
other equai in interpersonai reiationships, as they do not question financial 
inequaiity. Most peopie accept other types of differences beside financiai ine
quaiity. such as differences in sexuaiity or forms of coexistence in fatuities. 
(This is what Moynihan refers to. when speaking about the ..devaiuation" of 
deviance.) Financiai inequaiity is what produces actual differences, not oniy 
regarding income circumstances, but aiso opportunities and possibilities for the 
promotion of interests, in other words, the acceptance of financiai inequaiities 
cannot be fit into Sherman's consensuai mode) of equaiity. The symbois pre-

'' Eurobaromctcr Spring 2004. Pubiic Opinion in the European Union. Standard Euroharonictcr.
European Commission.

" Walinsky. A.( 1995): The Crisis oi' Public Order. The Atlantic Monthly: July. Vo). 276, No.I:
pp. 29-54.
Sherman. I. W. (2002): Trust and Conlidence... ibid. p. 22.
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vaiting in criminai justice do not ready represent the person wearing the 
judge's robe or the poiice officer's uniform, but rather the connotations of the 
rote. Just tike a medicine man is not respected by peopte as a person, but as an 
entity, whose function is to estabtish a tink with gods and supernaturat powers. 
The speciat treatment is for the rote, and the person embodying the rote. Con
sequent^, if peopte do not want to stand up upon the judge's entering, or do 
not fot tow the instructions of the pot ice officers, that is not because they feet 
themsetves equat, but because they do not respect the rote the person embodies, 
and do not obey the rute it represents. The theory of procedúrát equatity does 
not take into consideration an important initiat step, namety that the require
ment of equatity onty arises in those cases atready chosen. The theory of pro
cedúrát equatity therefore returns to the concept of equatity before taw, which 
it reptenishes with a few new etements, but teaves the very important question 
open, whether it is in connection with the equatity of opportunities. The con
sensúa) procedúrát mode) coutd indeed be significant in crimina) justice, and 
can have an important effect in treatment of offences, especiatty in the assis
tance to protiferate measures of restorative justice. As if, beside the „consen
súa] equatity mode!" existed a „consensúa) inequatity modet", for the anatysis 
of which one needs to step out of the justice system to the examination of sys
tems of sociat inequatity. A detaited anatysis woutd tead far from our studied 
topic, however, it needs to be noted that it can have significance, when deating 
with community sanctions that most peopte now accept the „sphtting apart" of 
society, that is to say normalizes the phenomenon, and assigns a rote to crimi
na) justice in deating with the consequences. The greater trust in the poticc is 
most probabty due to the fact that this organization is thought to guarantee se
curity.

Giddens ctaims that the main reason for the changing of the community is due 
to the atteration in the source of trust. The importance of tocat trust has been 
reptaced by retationships. which correspond to abstract systems that are not 
fütty embedded.^ The research of Lawrence Friedman shows that the nature of 
authority has changed in modern cuttures buitt upon fame: the former vertical 
point of view (in which peopte tooked up to their leaders) has been reptaced by 
the horizontút approach (in which peopte choose a teader from the centre of 
society, whom they know by name and face)/' tt is unquestionabte. says Bot
toms. that trust used to be tocatly based, and that most important retationships 
were those of famity and retatives. The tocat community meant a geographi-

^  Giddens. A 0990): The Consequences of Modernity. Cambridge: Polih Press. Quoted bv: 
Bottoms. A (2001): Compliance and community penalties. In: Bottoms. \. -  Gelsthorpe. I. -  
Rex. S. tcds.c Comnmmt) Penalties Change and challenges. Willan Puhhshing. p. IOS.

** Friedman. L. (1999) The Horizontal Society New Haven. ("I Yale University Press, p 14- 
15. Quoted by: Sherman. L.W (2002): Trust and Confidence ibid. p. 29
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cally welt-definable territory, where members of the community knew each 
other. Rdigion was practiced in locat churches, and traditions served as a 
guidetine for actions. The tocal binding of trust did indeed weaken, but has not 
futty disappeared. Instead of tocat trust, financia) and potitica! guidetines have 
become important, and the abitity to adjust to one's surroundings constancy. 
Personat retationships have atso aitered. ..peopte increasingty define theni- 
setves as individuats rather than in the context of group affihations. In the fietd 
of persona) retationships, trust is increasingty ptaced on personatty chosen one- 
to-one relationships".^

Liddte feets the retationship of gtobatization and community has to be exam
ined. when deating with the question of crime prevention becoming a commu
nity issue.^ The change in this retation -  in dose connection with the wetfare 
state becoming a residua) wetfare state -  resutted in the state withdrawing him- 
setf from direct service provision to co-ordinate service detivery. The changing 
of this rote is wett ittustrated by the boat exampte of Osborn and Gaebter"the 
advancing of the boat depends on the strength of the oarsman, whereas the 
heading depends on the skit) of the boat-setter, the state therefore tias become a 
boat-setter instead of its former position of oarsman.^ Not onty did state func
tions transform, but atso the retationship between centra) and tocat govern
ments, as did the structures through which centra! governments made an im
pact.

It is hardty a coincidence, that there is atways a contradiction between the use 
and recognition of the necessity of short term (situationat) and tong-term (so
da) devetopmentat) aims of crime prevention. The practice of crime prevention 
shows that situationat and sociat devetopmentat crime prevention fuse easity in 
the idea of community security: it endeavours to timit the opportunity of crime 
in every possibte and actuat way. and takes into equat consideration att possibte 
and actuat motivations for committing crimes. This combination has been re- 
atized in practice with the primacy of situationat measures. New fec/m/qMe 
(.Hid; <7.s CC7V. e/eef rente mon;7or/ngj lx e/yj/ier/ mfenxtve/y In .sl/no/Ionnl 
crime prevention, one/ !n/7nrncex to <7 greet/ e.r/en/ //te etceep/etttce q/* ttteetxnre.s 
q i co/nnttntl/y xetnc/Io/tx, tt/tle/; opero/e et/o/tg /Ite xo//;e /nl/telp/ex (.sue/; ox 
electronic .stt/Tel/Ientce or /tonxc etrrextj. The question of community security 
was supptemented with the purpose of inftuencing the citizens' fear of crime. 
The gravity of the probtem is represented by the irrationatty great fear of crime

* ' Bottoms. A. (2001): Compliance and community penalties. In: Bottoms. A. -  Gelsthorpe. L. -  
Rex. S. (cds ): Community Penalties... ibid p. 110.
Liddle. M. (2001): Community Penalties in the context of contemporary social change. In: 
Bottoms. A. -  Gelsthorpe. L. -  Rex. S. (eds.): Community Penalties... ibid p. 53.

 ̂ Osborne. D. -Gaebler. D. (1992): Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit 
is Transforming the Public Sector. Reading. MA: Addison-Wcsley.
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compared to the genera] situation shown in the British Crime Survey. ' Re
search data show that the tack o f feeting o f safety is not connected to traditiona] 
categories o f crime, but rather to the disorder o f the environment, which con
tributes to the discomfort o f citizens: graffiti, negiected residentia) areas, park
ing difficulties and the growing number o f  b e g g a r s . ! t  is o f great significance 
that the !ack o f fcchng secure is not characteristic o f those in actual danger o f 
becoming a victim, but o f those, who are only insignificantly endangered, and 
it has the consequence that they regard their environment as a hostile one. 
which they cannot control." //;e 7*c/7' 7*r'7!CT' Z77 7'77777777;77!ZZy r/rzz'.v /w/ <w;/y ütertü 
/Ztc /r/rK'c /77 n /u'e/i //;<?y 7 7 /7 /7 /y  77!7'77.s777Y'.s q/'c/ZüíC / i / Y 'V T 'ü Z / r i ! ! .  /7/// 77/.S77 //;e 7 7 7 7 7 !-

77!!77!Z/\'. u /n 'r/; 7'771'7/7'X to  /7777'7!7'Z/77777' /7; /77'77/7Zc777-.S77/l'777̂  -  7/ A 7!77/777Y7//v 7/7777/77/ 77/
11/777/ Atür/ o/ co-o/7e7*r7t/r7/; 7777! ¿7e r/c/iZcs cr/ Zu 7/77' ge/ic/Y/Z /777/. q/ /ce///!g q/ 
S Y { / c / y .  7 'ZíC 77/ 7/ 77*77777'/ !  Z77U 777Y/.S 7 7 77777'  77777/  77//;7'7 /77*7' 777' / ! 77X' q/ /7711. 77.S UY'ZZ 77.S Z/77' 
cZi<77igZ/;g 77/7/77' .S7' / / - 777777,y 7' 77/Z/777 7'7777777;!77777y err/; Z/;rZeerZ /trac 77 .17̂ 777/777777/ 7777-
/1777 / 07! Z/tC 7'7!/717*C7' 77!7'77/ 7l / 7'71777777!7777Z\' .S77Ü77Z7177X.

A s I have already mentioned, the determining factors o f belonging to a com
munity are territory and the 'feeling o f belonging somewhere'. Both raise the 
question, 11/77'77 7/70 Z77777777Z077C.S q/'t oononoZA- /Ze. 07* 777717*7' /i/T'c/xc/y, 11/777/ o/e 
z//c /7077777Z077C.S 77/' oci'e/77o77ce o77r/ 7'.\7 Z77.sZo7;. Ttie question is in close connec
tion with the other important element o f belonging to a community, which re
quires /Z i7 ' 7 /7 'C 7 '/ l /7 /7 !7 '7 ' 77 / 7'7177777777/!/'Zy 17 ///7 7 '.S ' 77777/ 7 7 7 /eS '. 7770 777*7'7 '/l/777!7 '7 '. /77111- 
7'1 '77*, /17*77.177/1/10.17'.! /Z ? 0  7*7177!777777!7Zy ZO /77* /;077!71 i?7 '/77 '71 !7 .1 , 77777/ //OX* / !0 7 7 7 0 g 7 '7 7 7 'Z Z \' 7.1 
7 '.V 777 'Z /v  U  /777Z .!77 71 /l/Z /7 7 '.l / /7 7 ' 7/7/C7.17717! /777* 77*77777' 7'717!Z/*7l/ / l7 7 .!7 '7 / 777! 7'077!777777!7/V .' /Z 
7 777! /* 7 '/v  7777 .S'777777/ g7 '7777/7 .\. 77! U'Zn'7 / !  Z /i7 ' /17*7'.!!7/1/171.!7/Z717! / I I Y U 'P . !  ZO /77 ' /7*7777. Crime 
prevention provides the example, which illustrates the paradox nature o f the 
hypothesis: the movement o f neighbours for each other can best be organized 
in middle-class areas, where the problem o f crime is insignificant (unlike the 
fear o f crime).'*" It is also a fact that this approach does not function at the most 
endangered groups: it is impossible to form groups o f crime prevention in areas 
o f disadvantageous situation with a high crime rate/ '

^  Gitling. D. ( 1797): Community Safety: A Critique, hi: The British Criminology Conferences: 
Selected Proceedings. Volume 2. Papers from the British Criminology Conference. Queens 
University. Belfast. 15-19 July 1997.

^  See in detail: Kerexsi. K. -  Finsztcr. G. -  Ko. J. -  Gosztonyi. G .(200l}: A területi bűnmegelő
zés lehetőségei Budapest V.. IX. és XXII. kerületében Kriminológiai Tanulmányok XXXVIII. 
k. Országos Kriminológiai Intézet. Budapest, pp. 112-180. (Hungarian)
Liddle. A M. -  Feloy. M. (1997): Nuisance Problems in Brixton -  Describing Local 
Experience. Designing Effective Solutions. London: NACKO. Quoted by: Liddle. M. (2001): 
Community Penalties... ibid. p. 57.
Kerezsi. K. (1999): Önkormányzat és közösségi bűnmegelőzés. In: ..Bűnözés és bűnmegelő
zés a válságrégiókban" Kriminológiai Közlemények Különkiadás. (A III. Országos Krimino
lógiai Vándorgyűlés anyaga) Magy ar Kriminológiai Társaság. Budapcst-Miskolc. pp. 84-1 10. 
(Hungarian)

^  Gilling. D. (1997): Community Safety... ibid.
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Undoubtedly. the community measures of problem sotving appiied in the fieid 
of crime prevention are innovative, meet the expectations of the community, 
and refer to a systematic-theoretica! approach. The question remains, however, 
how local community is defined by the forming cooperation between the !oca! 
residentia) groups, the ¡ocal business sphere and civi] organizations. A; y/;g 
c'/wc /yygt̂ y;y;oy; .syrr/ŷ gy q/' cryyy;yy;;yy;;yy .sq/rVy. /Ac r/ŷ cy'cy;yyryyyryy; Acytcccy; Ao- 
c;r;/ r/ur/ y;;ryy /cor/ y/;c q/* (yAry.sc wAo oAcy y/;c
/rat ) r/y;<7 ..yAcyy; " (yAo.sc yo Ac rryy;yy*o//cr/, r/cycrrcr/. r;y;r/ q;;y;/.sAcr/)/  ̂The poiicy 
and practice of crime prevention budding upon community ideas may not on)y 
change the relationship of certain groups of society, but has also begun to reor
der the relationship between citizen and state, and to draw new boundaries 
between public and private domains and between „legitimate citizens" and 
suspects or outsiders. '̂  The community in this respect also demonstrates the 
existence of an in-between' area, which is situated somewhere between the 
individual and the far-away government, and is able to combine the conserva
tive idea of individual responsibility with the liberal approach, which believes 
that individual problems should be treated within the community. The logic of 
prevention seeks for the earliest opportunity to intervene: so early that the 
problem has not even evolved, so that it can be dealt with before it becomes 
unmanageable. With zero tolerance, this purpose leads to even stronger control. 
What was regarded as pre-delinquent behaviour is now labelled as antisocial, or 
as an act that 'worsens the quality of life', and justifies early intervention ac
cording to the theory of 'broken windows' before the decline and the spiral of 
disorder starts, or the criminal career develops. This is the area of zero toler
ance, which leaves little room to the constructive measures with the use of 
means of criminalization and control/' '̂ 7Ac A c r ; y y * y 'y y  q/'r<-jyy;yymy;/'/\ r;.s c/y; oA/'oc- 
yy'vc reorAcA /dr Aeyrwr/ y/;c yyryr/yyyryyyry/ Acoqo q/ rrúyuym/ q/A'yycc.s.

It is unquestionable that y/;c rryyy;yy;;;y;;yy rrqqror/i'A yytrrre r;y;r/ yy/ore cAorr/cycy/zcA 
y/ic r/cAryfc ay; y/;c r/n'eyAC //¡er/Ayo'CA q/* cy*;yy;<? cayera/. HAA y/;;.s. Aottcvcy. yAc 
r/ryy;gcy q/*A;yAAy;yyyyA;g /ya.s.\/A;7yy;a.s' c*oyy;cA a/ay;g, /;yy;;'ycr/ Ay gaarayaaaA a/* y/;c 
yy;.sy;'y¡yyy'ay;.s a / ay*Ay;yy;a/ jA v/aa Ay yAa Aa/Any/ay; a /  ,.cayy;yy;;;y;yyy", aya/ y/;a 
..aayy;yy;;yy;;yy" Aaaay;;ax a  gay;ara/ .sa/;;y;ay; ya a  /ay a /  qy*aA/ayy;.s' y*a/ay;y;g ya 
ay*;yy;yy;a/ /;<Ay;aa. Garland calls the attempt o f the state to seek to shift responsi
bility to the individual and the market through making links with the com m u
nity and the private sector as the responsibilization strategy, and defines it as

Squires. P. (1997): Criminology and the Community Safety* Paradigm: Safety. Power and
Success and the Limits of the Local. In: The British Criminology Conferences: Selected
Proceedings. Volume 2. Papers front the British Criminology Conference. Queens University.
Belfast. !5-l9July.
Sanchez. L.(I999): Brave New Communities: On the Production of Identities and
Communities in Criminal Justice and Penology. ASC Conference, Toronto. 1999.

^  Gilling. D. (1997): Community Safety... ibid.
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redistribution of the tasks of crime control/'^ The danger becomes especially 
big if governments prefer the community-oriented approach. In political rheto
ric. the references to community indicate that in this context, community means 
groups of humans, which are theoreticaily unified, but spiit apart in the practi
cal realization of community control. They split apart into groups of people 
living in mainly middle-class environments, whose anguishes have to be de
creased and who have to face relatively few problems, and into people, whose 
problems, or rather the problems related to them, need to be diminished with 
means of control. Some approaches endeavour to make people part of symbolic 
places from which they were excluded, while other approaches are rather inter
ested in identifying and isoiating the social groups to be excluded, forgetting 
entirely the necessity of integration. The possible consequence is indicated by 
the formation of actuarial justice, in which the danger involving individuals is 
replaced by the danger involving groups, and the treatment of dangerousness 
requires the application of generalized measures of control, as well as the 
elaboration of developed techniques of control.
//; //;<? /tc/r/ q/' enwe con/z'o/, /ocrz/tZy ÁecwHC //z.sZ .sápq'/trYm/ ;;; z/z<? /z/Y/cZ/cc q/' 
co/HMMMi/'fy /w/;cmg, w/tf'e/t xecA'x Zc mr/YY/SY' cozHMHtm'Zy /zYZ/Z/ct'/zrzZtoz; //? cr;'/He 
co/tzw/. Tyler's research shows that Americans, especially members of minor
ity groups are highly sensitive to how the criminal justice system treats them, 
and polite or rude behaviour of officials becomes more important than whether 
they are fined or not/'' The prevailing of procedural equality, or the lack of it. 
influences the people's attitude towards authorities. However, the essence is 
pointed out by Szigeti in relation to community policing: ..heterogeneous social 
norms of heterogeneous communities form the nature of socia! norms beyond 
legality in modern, pluralistic society; therefore the taking over of competence 
beyond legality and the control of everyday moraiities could mean an unlawful 
interference in the life of a given community." " The problem is similar con
cerning the community relations of other institutions of criminal justice. The 
'community policing' can become a notion without content (as authorization 
and mutual dependence), and can be easily regarded as a solution for various 
urban problems -  warns Kaminer. '

Garland. D. (2001): The Culture of Control (Crime and Social Order in Contemporary 
Society). Oxford University Press. Oxford, p. 124.

^  Feelcy. M. -  Simon. J. (1995): The new penology: Notes on the emerging strategy of 
corrections and its implications. Criminology (ASC), 30. p. 452-455.
Tyler. T.(I990): Why People Obey the Law. New Haven. CT: Yale University Press. Quoted 
by: Sherman. L.W. (2002): Trust and Confidence... ibid. p. 26.
Szigeti. P. (2001): Vázlat a közbiztonság három dimenziójáról: világrendszer -  nemzetállami 
szint és lokalitás. Jogtudományi Közlöny 4. szám., p. 161. (Hungarian)
Kaminer. W. (1994): Crime and Community. The Atlantic Monthly: May. Vol. 273. No. 5: p.
111-120.
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Wg /;ctY'/7/?c/c.s'.s' 7/;<7? t/:e /tofton q/*cow?/;t;;;t'fy /trz.t' rt /;'/c o/'/A* ow/t;'z;
crán/wí/ y'zz.sfz'cc, rz/zr/ q/)c/' z/;c po/zc<? r/// fmr/zfz'o;;o/ o/*goz;z'zr7fzo/ty <7/*cWmzzzo/ 
/zz.s/z'cc /zow rzsv/yzzcr/ wz'f/z z/zc o/f/*z7?zzf̂  qfco/zzzzzzz/tz'fy. AH signs indicate 
that the criminai justice relies more and more on the community performing its 
duties, and this process continues to evotve. This can be detected not oniy in 
the United States, but aiso in Europe, nevertheiess with different content -  in 
the tong-term as I woutd tike to betieve. The community has doubttessty great 
significance in the imptementation of non-custodiat sanctions, atthough numer
ous factors have not yet been ctarified. The recommendation of the European 
Union on community sanctions^" does not deat with the defining of community 
in connection with atternative sanctions, it onty reacts to the 'non-custodiat' 
component, and does not at att take into consideration the environment, in 
which these sanctions are enforced. */'/rc content q/ co/nzzzzvzzzfy A r/c-

/?y z/zc .s/rz/zzv rzzzr/ rzz/zzzzYz/ of o give/; cYzzzzzzzzzzzz'zy. tn
this context, it is especiatty important to take the ambivatent tendencies of to
day into consideration: .só/nz/toncoo.s q/Y'.sczzcc q/' z/zc zz.szzzz//y o:oro/y r/zc-
tonco/ g/o/w/ zzzr/zz.szoz; zzzzz/ z/zc wry proct/co/ /oco/ OAc/ícs/on. Gitting has quite 
a pessimistic view of the future in ctaiming that „atthough reformers and peo- 
pte of teftist vatues may regard this change as the reoccurrence of wetfare vat- 
ues in the area of crimina) justice, it is not what is happening in practice, and is 
highty untikety to happen in the future".^ McGuire on the other hand feets that 
the interest in rehabititation is reviving, which is atso indicated by the proba
tion programs budding upon the conscious regutating of behaviour appded by 
paróte services and the community initiatives effective in the decreasing of 
repeating offences.^* Carney has a simitar opinion in evatuating the Austratian 
situation in observing that the appdeation of drug-courts and restorative justice 
are characterized by the „direct achieving of determined sociat purposes (such 
as rehabititation and reintegration)". ^

However, probation services, the objective of reintegration and rehabititation 
shoutd not yet be dismissed in crimina) justice, tt is nonethetess a fact that the 
approach, which edminated the morat etements from punishment and regarded 
it as a purety therapeutic treatment based on sociat work, has indeed come to an 
end. As t stated in t995, the difference between the Engtish and the Hungarian

* Európa Tanács Ajánlása (1992): A Közösségekre Alapozott Büntetésekről és Intézkedésekről 
](RC92)I6])

^  Gilling. D (1997): Community Safety... ibid.
^  McGuire. J.(I995): What Works: Reducing Re-offending. Chichester: John Wiley. Quoted 

by: Gclsthorpe. L. (2001): Accountability: difference and diversity in the delivery of 
community penalties. In: Bottoms. A.-Gclsthorpe. L.-Rex.S.(eds) (2001): Community 
Penalties... ibid, p.153.

' Carney. T. (2000): New Configurations of Justice and Services for the Vulnerable: Panacea or 
Panegyric? The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology. Vol. 33. No. 3.. p. 321.
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parote service is that the English one is too close to socia! work and is too far 
from the expectations of crimina! justice. hi Hungary on the contrary: there 
are no retations to the socia! sphere, onty to crimina) justice. The right way is 
somewhere in the middle, where crimina! pohcy and socia) poticy are overtap
ping each other. !n other words, //;c proArmo/t vcrtv'cc rw; orgmn'zu/mu
m c/ mmm/ w7/A7; c/trt/z/c.s //;c coope/Y/r/on o /  r/(//ercu/ r//;<7
cvm/i/A/tM o /;/;A' /zc/ttccn t/;c Hw/At'o/m/ rt/tr/ /nw/crn p/7/;c crmn/m/
/nsv/'ci' However, the somewhat hectic times in crimina! pohcy do not
ready facilitate this evatuation. Ahhough no Ena! analysis can be made, we are 
ab!e to enumerate the existing tendencies, and even more articu!ate!y identify 
the probable dangers impending upon community punishments.

5. Alternative sanctions and community sanctions: o)d content in new dis
guise?

Imprisonment roots in the principle system of the Enhghtenment, and was an 
„ahcrnative" sanction raising hopes as opposed to the death penalty, body trtu- 
tüation. forced hibour or the gahey. At that time it not on!y seemed a humane 
and rationa! soiution, but a!so carried in itsetf the possibihty of rehabilitation 
and reforming the offender. It is more than a hundred years ago, that the idea of 
alternative sanctions surfaced instead of short-term imprisonment, first in con
nection with juveniles. Since then, perhaps only except the USA from among 
the defining countries, the treatment system of juveniles has always been an 
experimental ground for progressive initiatives. This is well detectable in the 
field of community sanctions.

The systematic placement of alternative sanctions and the enlightening of its 
other features should be started with clarifying the concept itself. As György 
Vókó rightly states, in the area of sanctions not involving imprisonment, the 
alternative is actually ambiguous: (r/j it can mean the process before the court 
phase, which purpose is to hinder the case to be taken to court, (A) it can also 
mean the actual precipitation of imprisonment, fcj and the elimination of the 
harmful effects of the imprisonment/

The question has even more sides, as different approaches in crimina) policy 
may have notions with definitely different significance:

 ̂ Kerexsi. K. (1995): Pártfogók ..pórázon", tn: A modern hüntetöpolitika problémái Nagy-Bri- 
tanniában (sxerk.: Gönezöl. K.) Kriminológiai Közlemények 51. k. Magyar Kriminológiai 
Társaság. Budapest, pp. 44-71. (Hungarian)
Vókó. Gy. (1998): Szabadságvesztéssel nem járó büntetések végrehajtásáról. Magyar Jog 
1998/11 .. p. 660. (Hungarian)
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1) The concept of non-custodial sanctions in its neutrai formulation does 
not mean anything else, than that the sanction is not enforced in a 
closed institution.

2) The usage of alternative sanctions in criminal policy refers to its ability 
to decrease prison population.

3) Community sanctions indicate that criminal policy relies on commu
nity resources during the process of enforcement of the sanction.

The development of community sanctions characterized by steps forward and 
backward, shows a constant search and change. This search firstly lead to rt) 
formation of alternatives of short-term imprisonment, and the appearance of 
new forms of sanctions, and 6) the development of effectiveness-augmenting 
elements, which increase the authenticity of sanctions. At the same time, the 
new forms of community sanctions occurred together with the rebirth of old 
forms.

In the first phase of development, the alternatives of imprisonment surfaced in 
the 1970s and 80s. The search for alternatives and new solutions was urged by 
the disappointment of the reforming ability of imprisonment and the extreme 
[lumbers of prison population, therefore at this time, similar to the first phase, 
the search aimed at alternatives for short-term imprisonment. Hudson claims 
that although developed countries were in modern times characterized by re
form. rehabilitation and resocialization, there existed a combination in different 
ways with determent (USA, UK. and West-Germany), deterrence (Scandina
via). or neutralization (France, Italy). It seems that the countries, which empha
sized general deterrence were the ones looking for imprisonment substituting 
solutions, or encouraged suspended sentences, whereas the countries preferring 
determent and individual deterrence moved towards the application of commu
nity based alternative sanctions.^

The scepticism surrounding the reforming ability of prisons in connection with 
the rehabilitation capacity of the prison became a part of formal criminal pol
icy, and the criminal justice systems of almost all European countries began to 
look for new alternatives. This happened when suspended sentence and com
munity service emerged. The theoretical debate of the 60s emphasized the un
wanted effects of imprisonment, such as stigmatization, but at this point, in 
spite of the aforementioned crisis of experience, the rehabilitation of offenders 
still had strong support in politics as well as in public opinion. The crisis of 
resource of the first burst of energy prices in the mid-1970s, similar to other 
public services of the state, justified the decreasing of costs in criminal justice.

 ̂ Hudson. B (1993): Penal Policy and Social Justice. University ot Toronto Press. Toronto., p. 20.
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The new sanctions had an increasingiy doubte purpose: fez) certain forms stil) 
served rehabiiitation (A) other forms aimed at cutting costs by deterrence from 
a penai way, or by cheaper sanctions. Furthermore, the approach according to 
which there shouid be a wide variety of sanctions at hand in the service of indi- 
viduaiization resuited in the expansion of the types of non-custodia) sanctions. 
In the theoretica) crisis, the authenticity of the rehabiiitation ideoiogy was 
questioned, which not oniy concerned the frequency of use of the probation as 
an aiternative sanction, but aiso piaced the organization itseif into the centre of 
debate. The harsh phiiosophica! contradiction between the supporting and con- 
troiiing side of the service and the sanction itseif became an issue. The catego
ries of aiternative sanctions, intermediary sanctions and community sanctions 
have been present from this time on.

The third phase of aiternative sanctions came about in the i980s and 1990s. At 
this time, a number of new phenomena are detectabie in the deveiopment of 
these kinds of sanctions. New sanctions appear, whicti enforce eiements of 
controi and supervision to a greater extent, at times exciusiveiy (such as house 
arrest), and as a consequence of technicai deveiopment, new more and more 
sophisticated forms of controi deveiop (such as eiectronic monitoring). The 
management approach emerges in criminai justice and consequentiy, the ques
tion of the effectiveness of sanctions becomes important. This expiains the fact 
that in most countries of Western Europe, these new forms of sanctions become 
appiicabie on their own right after a so-caiied piiot, a triai phase. As a resuit of 
economic hardships, more and more forms of diversion surface in criminai 
procedure. The measures of restorative justice appeared among these diversion 
forms, which do not oniy decrease costs, but may aiso serve the constructive 
ending of the procedure. This era coincided with the requirement of the pun
ishment to be a proportionate and deserved reaction to the offence, which af
fected the contextuai features of aiternative sanctions.^ /Ac /AotzgA/ c/; crA/A- 
zzrz/ po/z'ey Az /Ac /wAz/cz/ /ottv/zv/.s /Ac czz/r/zcczzzczz/ q/*/Ac zc/z/CA.sz't'c c/c-
/zzczz/ q/*z;zzzzc/zozzx. The re-evaiuation of the concepts of punishment and controi 
began in the United States and in some countries of Western Europe already at 
the beginning of the 1980s, as indicated by the appearance of intensive forms 
of supervision, such as the reguiation in Engiand concerning juveniie offenders. 
House arrest was introduced in a number of US states in 1983, and adapted 
iater by the Netheriands. Sweden and the UK, and iater its combined form witii 
eiectronic monitoring as a result of technicai deveiopment.

Wasik. M. -  von Hirseh. A., (i9S8): Non-Ctistodial Pcnaitics and the Prineipies of Desert.
Criminai Law Review., pp. 535-569.
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In the 1990s. labelled „smart penalties" by Garland, a /tew ĝ uc/Y/Z/'o// q/'p;;/;- 
;'.sA;;;c;;/.s' r;p/;rv;/*.s'. which in part ;;;cc/ /Ac cYpcc7r///o//.s' q/*/Ac .s/r/c/cr c/*A/;A;o/ 
/wA'cy, and in part rc//rv7 /Ac /tew r/cA;'cvc//;c/!/  ̂ q/ /ivAn/rv;/ r/cve/c/wie/i/: in 
the field of non-custodia! sanctions, combined sanctions and forms of restrain
ing freedom secured by electronic monitoring emerge. It is unquestionable, that 
the idea of rehabilitation, which has been a principle thought of criminal jus
tice. has faded. The emphasis of criminal policy has changed: the attention is 
drawn primarily towards organized crime and new types of offences, towards 
offenders who make rational decisions, are foreign or belong to a minority 
group, and finally towards the criminal responsibility of legal persons/ '

As detectable from the above, u Au/vAvv/ yen?*.? q//er /Ac /ruwr/tmn q/* r///cr/;//- 
/;'ve v<7/?r/;o;;.s' /7 Acrv;//;c c/cr/r /Au/ /Ac roor/ run /tv;<7 c/.scwAc/c (u/̂ o).* /Ac CA- 
qcr7r//;'̂ /;.s' on /cA;/A;7/7r;//'o/;.s';;; pc;;;7c;;/;7/r;c.s /rove not ¿eon /;;c/. out/ ;7 .scc//;.s' 
o,s* /Aru/gA /Ac wor/t/ uo;;/t/ ont c r;g<-;;;; Ac/;cvc /7; /Ac /o*;'.so/; .sc;;/c;;cc. A/ /Ac 
.sv;;;;c /;7/;c, t;//Ao;;yA o/;/y on /Ac n;ory;n o/*c/*;nn7;o/ /;;.s7;'cc, /Ac .syA/cn; q/* n;co.s- 
nrc.s' o/^cc.s/o/'o/ivcyus/Zt c Ao.s c/ncrgcr/, ;noA;ug roon; /on nctv ;'n/crq/*c/o/;on.s* q/ 
;'c.soc;'t;/;7:o/;on.

6. The place of alternative sanctions in the sanctioning system of criminal 
law

The raising expectations regarding the functioning of the justice system (such 
as the simultaneous securing of the timeliness of procedures, and the safe
guarding of guarantees), and the increasing load of crime both burden the 
functioning of criminal justice. Therefore, the measures of sanctioning offend
ers within criminal justice and the forms of diversion all attempt to ensure that 
the system of measures of criminal justice be able to answer, at least partly, to 
the wide palette of crime. We must naturally never forget that if we try to ad
just the sanctioning system to criminal behaviour and offenders, we only take 
into consideration those offences and offenders, which we know, that is to say 
non-Iatent crime. Regarding this characteristic the containment of crime is 
impossible with only the operating of criminal justice. If one compares the 
present, even merely the European, sanctioning system with that of 30-40 years 
ago. one is faced with the phenomenon that the „simple" system of sanctioning 
using fines, conditional sentences and suspended sentences has disappeared in 
most countries. The list of sanctions was complemented by non-custodia) sanc-

Albrecht. H-J- van Kalnitliout. A. (2002): Intermediate Penalties: European Developments in
Conceptions and Use ot* Non-Custodia! Criminal Sanctions. In: Albrecht. H-J- van
Kalmthout. A (eds): Community Sanctions and Measures in Europe and North America. ED.
iuscrim. Max-Planck Institute. Freihurg/Breisgau. p. 4.
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tions such as intensive probation, community service, compensation, restora
tion. mediation (agreement between victim and offender), or the suspension of 
the driver's ¡¡cense. Educationai courses and training programs for the ¡earning 
of consciously influencing behaviour -  especiaüy regarding drug and sex of
fenders should a)so be mentioned here. Sanctions prescribing supervision and 
participation have become part of the sanctioning system, as have the partici
pation in probation hostet and daytime activities, curfew, house arrest, elcc- 
tronic monitoring, suspended sentencing with supervision, combined measures 
(which contains in itsetf two or more elements), and counttess other sotutions.

Besides the aforementioned changes, there is another devetopment. which 
seems extremely important, A/ /Ac coxc o/'oZ/cruo/tve v<wcAo;;.s, rn /7 /me 
/A//'o/c.s" /uorc o/tr/ /tto/c At/o ccA/tAto/ /me o/tr/ c/*A);A;o/ //cocorA/co/ /me. This 
process has been intensified by the appearance of the measures of restorative 
justice. Naturaüy. this ¡oosened the system of crimina) law from multipte as
pects, but the Joss" seems to be equaHed by the „profit" of the effectiveness of 
using sanctions. The need of sotutions of civi) ¡aw in the sanctioning system is 
indicated by the attitude studies in connection with criminal ¡aw. according to 
which criminal justice shoutd ensure protection from the offenders of viotent 
crimes, the accountabihty of offenders, the restoration of the damage caused, 
the treatment of offenders, and the possibihty of participation in the decision 
process/' A ¡ot of research data show that the expectations of citizens concern
ing punishments are ¡ess rigorous than pohticians believe/"

The Directive of the European Union defines community sanctions as: 
/.\A//;e/;/.s m;r/ otoo.sore.s tvAAA <7o /m/ ter//* /Ac o//euc/cr ott-oy /ro;;; .wc/'e/y. A/// 
co;;/oA; c/c///c/;/.s o/ /c.s7/Y;A:;/ig /rect/ow: /Aco/<gA /Ac A/t/ro.sA/g c/ rAvcc.sc con- 
rA7/m;.s ////A oA//go//o//.s, n'/AcA o/c cn/rtcccr/ Ay m; rm/AmJer/
The malum etement of alternative sanctions is therefore the restraining of free
dom. ¡about and supervision: their rehabilitative effect is based upon the rein
tegrating force of the community. Accordingiy, community sanctions serve the 
defence of society; their aim is to prevent the offender front repeating the of
fence. Behind every alternative sanction, however, there is the possibility of a 
custodial sanction, consequently the non-fulfilment of the conditions may result 
in imprisonment.

¡-.vans. D.G.(2000): The rebirth ol probation: The ..Broken Windows ' Mode). CLP BuHctin.
No. [7. Dee., p. 7.

' '  Roberts. J.V. (1992): American Attitudes about Punishment: Myth and Reality. Overcrowded
Times. Vol. 3. No. 2.: Begassc. 1.(1995): Oregonians Support Alternatives lor Nonviolent
Offenders. Overcrowded Times. Vol. 6. No. 4 

' Recommendation No.R (92) 16
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The sanctions beionging to community punishments are not agreed upon in 
iiterature. supposediy because „everything" (imprisonment) and „nothing" 
(probation) can be piaced on a wide spectrum. Neither is great emphasis piaccd 
on this by the resources, the standpoint of authors can be detected by examin
ing which sanctions are discussed, when deaiing with community/aiternative 
sanctions. Bard mentions the suspended sentence, house arrest, and the finan
cia) sentence, whereas Lévay discusses the suspended sentence, community 
service, additiona) sanctions and measures and financia) sentences. Atbrecht 
cites the financia) sentence, confiscation, confiscation of assets, suspended 
sentence, the paróte service, compensation, restoration, and e)ectronic surveit- 
tance.^ Zvekic, taking into consideration the new phenomena of crime and 
crimina) justice differentiates between traditiona) ahernative sanctions substi
tuting custodia) ones and new types of non-custodia) sanctions (confiscation, 
adjudication, inhibition)."' Most authors in the United Kingdom group these 
sanctions based on the British sanctioning system, which is obvious to the ex
tent that the statute itsetf treats the sanctions organicahy. The Research on 
Crime and Justice of the UN differentiates four groups of ahernative sanctions: 
(r/) non-custodia) supervision, inchtding probation as we)). (/7) warning and 
suspended imprisonment and the conditiona) sentence, (c) financia) sentence, 
(<V) community service.""

In the Hungarian nationa) practice community sanctions can be ptaced between 
imprisonment and the financia) sentence, irrespective of the fact that the Hun
garian sanctioning system is not as pohshed as certain Western-European sys
tems. I emphasize the contextúa) etements of non-custodia) sanctions, and re
gard some non-custodia) sanctions as community sanctions based on the fo)- 
lowing conditions:

). they serve as an ahernative to imprisonment, therefore their enforcement 
is non-institutiona). but carried out in the community,

2. they contain etements of restraining freedom and support (a)though to 
ahernating extent), and

2. there is a continuous and active (persona)) retationship with the paro)e 
service (as the traditiona) organization in charge with the supervision of 
these sanctions), or with non-traditiona) participants (such as media
tion).

^  Albrecht. H-J. -  van Kalmthout. A. (2002): Intermediate Penalties... ibid. pp. 4-10.
^  Zvckic. U. (1997): Internationa) trends in non-custodial sanctions. In: Villc. R. -  Zvekic, U. -  

Klaus. J.f-.(cds): Promoting Probation International))'. Proceedings of the hitcrnational 
Training Workshop on Probation (2-5 July 1997. Valletta. Malta). UNtCRI. Publication No. 
58. Romc/London. p. 21.
Bondcson. U.V. (1998): Global Trends in Corrections. Presentation at the 12th World 
Congress on Criminology. Seoul. Korea. Aug. 27. 1998. Manuscript, p. 7.
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.SYMic;/o/M nrc .sZ/nnrcr/ one/ /Z/;c.

The statement, however, raises numerous problems of denotation, imprison
ment deprives the sentenced totatty from freedom, and during the enforcement 
of the punishment, isoiates the offender from the community. (1 do not take 
into consideration the temporary ieave from the penitentiary in this respect.) 
Community sanctions are realized in the outside world. but the offender is bur
dened with a )ot of obiigations. Community sanctions can be distinguished 
from custodia) sanctions by way that they do not contain a deprivation of free
dom; they onty have eiements of restriction. Fines and other financiat sanctions 
do not take away the freedom of the sentenced person; they nonetheiess do 
contain financial restrictions. However, they miss the immanent element of 
community sanctions; the active relationship with one of the participants of 
criminal justice, and they do not require the partaking of community resources. 
The same element is missing by house arrest and electronic surveillance, where 
there is a relationship with a participant of criminal justice (either the police, or 
the parole service), but this is not an active one. much rather the passive be
haviour of tolerating the surveillance technique. Therefore. ! do not regard 
them as community sanctions, although they indeed function as an alternative 
to custodial sanctions. The commitment of the community and its participation 
in the enforcement are sine qua non conditions of community sanctions, espe
cially those of community service, employment programmes, and sanctions 
involving the victim, and it is exactly based upon this characteristic that makes 
the labelling of community sanctions adequate. Consequently, „hybrid" types



of community sanctions should also be mentioned here, which combine cus
tody with the community-part of the sanction, which do not invoive the depri
vation of freedom.
Most European countries do not consider legal solutions that shorten the dura
tion of the imprisonment or moderate the severity of enforcement (such as 
weekend-custody, half-closed, half-open institutions, partly suspended sentence 
etc.) as real atternatives for imprisonment. Most resources of literature never
theless discuss these sanctions as community punishments, as they reinforce 
the effect of integration. I also fee! that these sanctions, if not formatty. con- 
textuaHy do belong to community sanctions. This tega! consequence meets a!! 
three requirements, because it substitutes custody when the inmate is on condi- 
tiona! retease. In this respect, it coutd be risked that if we consider the capabit- 
ity to substitute imprisonment, conditiona! reiease is the „genuine" community 
sanction, as it actuatty substitutes imprisonment (at ¡east during the paro!e 
phase), which is not so unambiguous in case of other community sanctions. On 
the other hand, this sanction does not betong to community sanctions, as it is 
not an independent sanction, but an additiona! etement of the imprisonment 
sentence -  at [east in Hungarian crimina! taw.

The question of parote shows the insecurity of approaches, which characterizes 
community sanctions. Because of the insufficient theoreticat fundament, these 
sanctions betieved to be sanctions of substitution in most countries, they subor
dinate them to the Teat' sanction, the imprisonment. There is an uncertainty 
concerning the identification of the aims of community sanctions: they wish to 
ensure on the one hand the restoration of the consequences of the offence, and 
on the other hand woutd tike to redress the personal and sociat probtems of the 
offenders. This is very ctearty detectabte in the probation sentence. The doubte 
duty of the probation officers of treating the offender as a ctient. offering as
sistance and support, and as a participant of criminat justice exercising controt 
and supervision, is hardty reconcitabte. The support of underpriviteged offend
ers, as they form the majority of the ctientete of the probation service, is neces
sary. but may concur with the expectations of the pubtic for punishment: the 
sanction shoutd be taking something away from the offender, and not the other 
way around.^ The point of view of the taw is not at att obvious in this respect, 
mostty its dear and unambiguous purpose cannot be determined, and the dif
ferent rationatities undermine the authenticity and apptication of these sanc-

Comments on the Prisons-Probation Review Constatation Document (Joining Forces to
Protect the Public. Home Office). Internationa) Centre for Prison Studies King's College
London. November. 1998.
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tionsÁ' The Mode) Law on Juvenite Justice represents the conceptiona) confu
sion: white in many countries community service for juvenites is ptaccd among 
educationa) sanctions, this mode) )aw treats it as crimina) sanction.^' Because 
of the above insecurities, judges do not reahze the punishing aspect of this 
sanction, akhough Point 6 of the European Rutes confirms, „that the persona) 
circumstances of the offender should be taken into consideration, but regarding 
the severity of the crime".

Hamai c)aims that the paróte service is not an outside sotution to the inside 
probtems of crimina) justice and crimina) studies, but a possibte frame into 
which the necessary and appheabte measures can be embedded.''" Conse
quent^, //;e rr//;/c/;/ q/'/;r//;-r;;.s7<7r/;r// xr;/;r7;o/;.s r;/;r/ //;<? //;iV/;w/q/\?/{/b/cc//;i;/;/ 
ore o/n-oyv r/etertmner/ /zy r/;e o/yer/П'е.у q/T/;c c;;/7Y-/;/ c7-;//;;'/;r;//zo/-
;ry. Av ?/;e ;//;//;c//;̂ /;( e/e/nent q/*o/tenn/t/ve .wnr/mr.s ;'.t //;e y;'//;;;//r;/;co;;.s /cr;/;'- 
2r;/;o/; r//'.s';;//c/T;'.s;l//; r;/;r/ os.s/'sto/?ce, (/;qy со/; ró/ier //c /o¿zc//cr/ o.s í'0/;;/;;;;/;;'/y 
/rcot//;c/0, o.s.s;s/o/;cc, or os c<7/;;;;;;;;;;'/y s;;n c;7/o/;cc. The centra) part of ;/;r 
/;ro///c;;; ;'s co/;s/ó;Ocr/ //y r/;c ;/;/;;'/' p/o/osop/oco/ со/;Г/ог/;с/;о/; r/ron /; //em ee/; 
r/;c /;;/;;7;o/;s o/* co/Oro/ o/;;/ soc;o/ s;;////o/*f, o/;c q/* u7;;c/; ;'s c//;///;o.s;'zer/ //y 
r7;r//;g;'/;g cr;7/;;7;o/ qo/;c;'es. At the same time, the British Crime Survey and the 
survey initiated by the minister of justice of Victoria. Austraha indicated that 
the resuhs of a survey very much depend on the way of posing the question of 
what citizens think of suitabte sanctions. If the question is ..What do murderers 
deserve?" the answer wi)) naturaky be ..To be hanged!" However, if the person 
questioned receives information on the case, the circumstances, motives and 
background, we see that citizens woutd actuaHy wetcome even mitder sanc
tions. than those of the existing sanctioning practice. Not to mention the fact 
that a)) studies on victimotogy confirm that victims assign primary importance 
to restoration and compensation.

In past times, the objectives connected to the use of non-custodia) sanctions 
changed significant^.'" New types of crimina) sanctions are indeed quite flexi- 
b)e. because of the combination of diverse sanctions or ctemcnts of sanctions.

^  van Kalmthout. Л. (2001) Prom Community Service to Community Sanctions, hi: Commu
nity Sanctions and Measures in Europe and North America. Albrecht. H-J. -  van Kalmthout. 
A (cds). ED. iuscrim. Max-Planck Institute. Frciburg/Brcisgau. p. 389.
UN Centre for tntcmational Crime Prevention (1997): Model Law on Juvenile Justice. 
Vienna. September. Quoted by: van Kalmthout. A. (2001) Prom Community Service to 
Community Sanctions. In: Community Sanctions and Measures in Europe and North 
America. Albrecht. H-J. -  van Kalmthout. A (cdsj. ED. iuscrim. Max-Planck Institute. 
Freihurg/Brcisgau. p. 589.
Hamai. K. -  Vilié. R — Harris. R. — Hough. M — Zvekic. U.(I995): Probation Round the 
World: A comparative study. UNfCRI. British Home Office. Routledge. London, p. 207.

" Sec: Albrecht. H-J. (2003): Prisons and Alternatives to Prisons in Europe: Changes and 
Prospects. In: Gönczöl. К. -  Lévay. M. (szerk): A bűnözés új tendenciái, a kriminálpolitika 
változásai Közép- cs Kelct-Európáhan. MKT-  Bíbor Kiadó. Miskolc. 2004. pp. 179-200.
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The disappointment in rehabiiitation aitered the approach to traditiona! com
munity sanctions, rehabilitation was replaced by supervision, or at least the 
application of control elements has strengthened significantly throughout en
forcement. The new phenomenon introduced by community service that the 
objective of rehabilitation seized to be an element of punishment; supervision 
is combined with disciplinary measures nowadays, which is indicated by the 
increased rigour of the procedure in case of violation of rules of behaviour. 
These are the elements that can be ..measured" quite well; therefore they can be 
adjusted to the requirements of the management-approach. The strengthening 
of the role of the victim not only influenced the content of compensatory sanc
tions, but serves in many cases to strengthen and discipline the self-control of 
the offender. The forms of sanctions of treating addicts in the 60s. or rather the 
rules of behaviour have changed significantly. Therapy and danger-treatment 
have been replaced by neutralization and risk-control, which is indicated quite 
amply by the approach of criminal policy towards drug-use and even more 
towards offenders of sexual crimes.''" The direction of these changes is detect
able from the accessibility of the persona) data and address of sex-offenders on 
the Internet, the duties of the parole service to notify the victim of the release of 
the offender, the use of ankle-cuffs, and physical punishments in certain US 
states. 76c cm/xc/o/A dti/mom; q/*e/emcuA q/'.s'dg/7rr//di7dm; f/nd 6////;/7d/dm! 6/ 
p/</d.s6/7!e/7A cm; 6c rtY/dm/ed ms m; d/dr'endo// o/ /6c derh/dzr/dm; p/oce.A 6; 
/6c ¿V/ms' .scn.sc. I feel that in the mutual dependence of individuals and groups, 
the return to outside forces of influence, the appearance of such elements in 
sanctions, and the rapid proliferation of zero-tolerance, is to be regarded as 
taking a step backward in the phases of civilization, therefore a decivilizational 
process.
The question arises, which values are given preference by community sanc
tions, are there, and if so. what values are particularly characteristic of commu
nity sanctions. The answer can be found in article 17 of Directive 
No.R.(2000)22 of the European Union, according to which ,,/6e dz/por/mt/ pur- 
pose o/*co//;//;////dy .wur/duA A /6c rer/dze/dm; q/ rm/m/u/d/y redi/eg/Yzdo/r, m;d 
/6c c/gc//c/c.s' of e///o/*ce//!c/!/ w/A/ c.s/r/6d.s6 m/ r/edve co-opc/Y/do// w/26 /6c 
6-rcYz/ cm/7//!/</d/y." The common feature of these sanctions is that they are only 
operational and effective if the offender is wilting to obey the decision, and 
cooperate throughout enforcement. In this sense they indeed differ from tradi
tional sanctions. Taking this cooperative element into consideration, states gen
erally require the concession of the offender to use community sanctions. There 
are also indications that this cooperative element is decreasing (c.g. Czech Re
public. United Kingdom. Russia. Germany, and Holland). In the United King-

Dickey. W.J. -  Smith. M E. 0999). Five Futures for Community Corrections. In: Rethinking
Probation: Report of the Focus Group. Washington. DC: US. Department of Justice. Office
of Justice Programs.
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dóm. it was withdrawn because according to the reasoning, other punishments, 
such as imprisonment or fine, do not require the consent of the offender, either. 
As community service and parote are sanctions based on a judicia) decision, the 
inciination of the offender is irrelevant. Neverthetess, the majority of European 
countries stit! require the consent of the offender in case of community sanc
tions.

The treatment of the question of consent represents the aitered inciinations of 
crimina! poticy. The consent of the offender can be interpreted in the way that 
the offender has a say in the decision-making process. This condition has a 
very obvious professiona) reason: it is easier to achieve the aims with a cooper
ating offender, than with one that resists the enforcement of the sanction. 7 /7 7  

77/777/7/77777 77 /7 /77  7-77/7777-7777777/ 7 7 / ' 7 7 7 7 7 x 7 7 7 / 7777/77-77/7X,  //777/ //7 7  Y7//777Y/77- 

A  7 1 7  /777/77/ /7-77/77 <7 /777-77777/1 g n - c v ;  / v g / ; /  /77 77 /77777. tt-/;77'/7 VY//7/7X /7777777-7/77777077

7/c77707'7-777'V 77X 777777 77/ //7 7  A'7'V 7/7777777/X 77/ / / ; 7  /Í7//7/777 7 7 ;/ 7//* 7/77777777'77/77 7*7g/;/X. 

7/777 7A7/7VX77777 777X/7777/ q /*  /7777'/77'7/777/77777 /V/77X77Y//7X / / t 7  7/77777g777g 77/70777/7' 77/ 

7-7-777777777/ /777/7'cy /77U'777'7/.S //77* 77//7777/77'. TV77.S 7'77777 7  77/7'X W7//7 //77' 77/7/777X 7 / 7  /77Y/77XX 

77 /'777Vo/v777g //7 0  V77/7777 /77 7777 7777'7'7'77.S77!g 7A /777/ 777 //iY ' 7/77'7X;777! /770707 /7770 .

7. Atternative sanctions in the pi!ascs of crimina) procedure

The devetopment of the past two decades in Europe is the differentiation of the 
system of measures for deaiing with severe, moderatety severe and mitd crimi- 
natity. The new solutions can be detected in two areas:

1) diversion, or solutions from outside critnina) justice, or those which pro
vide an exemption from a forma) criminal procedure

2) alternative/community sanctions, which provide constructive solutions 
within the system of criminal justice, which substitute imprisonment and 
enforce the effectiveness of sanctions.

Diversions and alternative sanctions have reshaped the 'input', 'sanctioning' 
and 'output* phases of crimina! procedure. We are not in an easy situation if we 
try to systematize non-custodia! sanctions clearly and coherently. 7777 7-7/77/7777;

/7 7 /W 7 7 7 ! 777777 - 7'77S/777/777/ XY7777/7Y777X 7X c/oX7 77777/ 7/777 /  7  777777/77 7.- U '7  7.\/777-77'777'7 777777*7 

77777/ 777777*7 //777/ //7 7  X777777 777 7  77X 7777^ 77/ 7-7X/7-77/77777 77777/ 7777i//777-7*7X77/;7/7'777! 777*7 

/77*7X777/ 77; 7/7'//<?7'777/ /777'77;x. They are embodied by diversion in the input phase, 
or by community sanctions applied by the court (as an independent sanction, or 
as a condition of deferment, or as a behaviour title, etc.), or in the output phase 
(as parole), the same obligations are nonetheless prescribed in all three.
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The input phase of the procedure: diversion

The appearance of diversion in the continental legal system indicates that the 
principle of legality is interpreted more and more flexibly. The loosening of the 
principle of legality in continental systems had been initiated by the suspended 
sentence and juvenile probation, and found it from then on more and more dif
ficult to resist the arguments of rationality: the use of diversion for petty of
fences. I would not dare to discuss questions requiring the expertise of crimi
nalistics, therefore I shall examine diversion only from the point of view of 
community sanctions.

The prosecution practice of European countries is determined by the licenses 
provided for the prosecution service of the given country. Therefore, three dif
ferent models can be distinguished:

1) The principle of legality in its narrowest interpretation generates the 
prosecution to be a purely functional agency, the duty of which is to 
prepare cases for the judicial phase. It is neither entitled to close the 
case, nor to impose conditions and requirements on the accused. Every 
case is to be taken to court. This is the case in Ireland.

2) The prosecution service may terminate the procedure -  in other words 
decide whether to indict the offender -  but cannot impose conditions, 
and has no right to apply sanctions. This mode) prevails in most 
European countries.

3) Less frequently, the prosecution has discretional powers to decide, 
whether to close the case under certain conditions, and can even impose 
sanctions, such as fines.*"

Preceding the judicial phase, there is a shift from the strict principle of legality 
in every European country, and there is the possibility of termination in the 
police or prosecution phase. This possibility has the same result in all the dif
ferent systems: the number of cases that transfer to the judicial phase decreases 
significantly. In spite of the wide variety there is a convergence to be experi
enced in Europe. On the one hand, countries with a traditionally strict approach 
to the principle of legality move away from it. and increase the flexibility of 
their legal system: on the other hand countries, which assigned insignificant 
roles to the prosecution systematically increase the role and authority of the 
prosecution in their criminal justice system."

' See: Jehle. J.M. (2000): Prosecution in Europe: Varying Structures, Convergent trends.
European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 27-4! .. Klower Academic Publishers.

^  Jehle. J.M. (2000): Prosecution in Europe... ibid. 27-41.
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The transformation of the input phase of the crimina! justice system is a result 
of diverse effects. A hundred years ago thcoretica) considerations of sanction
ing. a few decades ago the increasing worktoad of courts and the crowdedness 
of prisons justified the need for reform. Scientific accomphshmcnt a!so piayed 
a significant ro)e in transformation, in order to decrease the stigmatizing effects 
of forma! crimina! procedure, the approach of non-intervention was deve!oped, 
which fc!t the need of diverting the treatment of petty offences from forma! 
crimina! justice. Diversional measures were encouraged by research data, 
which indicated that !abc!s could he a se!f-fu!fi!!ing prophecy, because labe!- 
ting the person as a crimina! or as dangerous person may encourage crimina! 
behaviour. !n the !970s. the approach of non-intervention !ed to the decrimi- 
nahzation of numerous crimes and he!pcd to decrease the frequency of impris
onment imposed on the offenders of non-vio!ent crimes. Apart from its obvious 
advantages, there is great danger in the possibte prohferation of contro!. Cohen 
pointed out that the dispersal of the social controbnet resuhed in many peop!e 
under supervision, who would not have been treated otherwise this way. ̂  Hud
son atso reahzed that throughout the !980s ..traditionaüy informa! solutions 
appeared in a new format, iti which they made informa! into forma!".'*' There
fore. programmes of diversion may be dangerous especiaüy in cases of juve
niles. because peop!e. who formerly wou!d have on!y received a warning are 
obhged to take part.

77;e f/n er.sm/m/ Mier/.vM/'f.v ú; //;r o/ cr;7/u7;r// q/ocer/ttre .verve r/
/r/t/yio.ve. They substitute the custodia! tneasures before the tria! (bai!. 

house arrest, etectronic survei!lance), other forms, however, assist the con
structive closing of the case, primarity the treatment of the problem represented 
in the offence (mediation, compensation, parole. drug-rehabilitation, etc.). The 
latter, in many respects, have the characteristics of „classic" alternative sanc
tions with only one exception: it is not the court, which apphes them as a 
criminal sanction.

7/tc rer/Z/wcmo/; q/T/te .wuc t/'oumy A //;o.s7 r7;r//tge o/
//te/w.sv r/er'rrr/e.s. !n different countries, diverse solutions exist as to which au
thority (police, investigating magistrate, prosecution, judge) and in what phase 
of the procedure may app!y the forms of diversion. There is an obvious identi- 
calness, however, that diversion is only possible before the sanction is pro
nounced. 77;e q/wcA.\ m u/;L7; rrge/trte.s rtre /;e.\7otter/ tqio/;
..qtrrr.s/-.sr;/!r7/'o/;;ng" /wue/.v (/b/;ne/7yyur//r/'r;/ ŷ oitr̂ .v eAc/trs/ve/v) ;'.v .\7re/tg//t
e/tntg i/tre/i.s/ve/v (such as Austria. Betgium. The Czech Republic. Denmark.

" Colién. S. < 197')): The Punitive City: Notes on the Dispersal of Social Control. Contemporary 
Crisis. Vol. 3.. pp. 339-363.

**' Hudson. H. A. (1993): Pena) Policy... ihid. p. 40.
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Finiatid. Holland, Germany, Norway. Portugal Scotland). In Europe, the real- 
location of this authority is especially intensive in countries, in which the 
prosecution has a discretional right to commence the procedure (and even more 
so. where the police has such powers, such as Holland or Malta). As a Hun
garian example, we might mention the institution of the postponing of indict
ment. in which based on the prosecution's decision the offender is compelled to 
fulfil the same obligations as pronounced by the judge.

7 7 z z z  ,.zzv /z ,sZ z*z77 Z zZ zz7 zz  " t 7 / * / ' t t e / t z 'z r r /  .s z H Z Z c z z z z 'z z g  p z z z z Z z 'z z '  zzz z / z e  c o H r . s e  q f z / z v e z * . s z o z z  
;'.s z z z ; / v  one zzz z/zc zz Z z zz z z  o /  z / z e  e / z z z z z g e z /  / w / z z z z t  e  / z e z t t e e z ;  z / z e  p z z z Z z z z p z z z z Z .s  o /  
e z z z z z z z z z z /  / z z . v Z z e e .  In America the 'strait-jacket' of the court ' are sentencing 
guidelines, the use of compulsory minimum-sanctions, and the 2" ' and 3"" strike 
laws. In the Hungarian criminal code this legal consequence was called the 
medium size of the statutory offence sanction-scale -  since then out of force. 
These kinds of rules all indicate the change of balance among the participants 
of criminal justice. 7 7 z e  r / t t e . s Z t t t z t  z z z z z z z z z z / /y  o r / . s c . s .  t t / z e Z / z e z *  z / z e  . . z z 'g z z z z z e z /  p z z . s z -  
Z z z z z z .s"  o /  z / z e  g z z v e z z z z z z e z z Z  z zz zz / / e g z s /z z Z z 'z z z z  z zzezzzz  z / z e  z z z z y 'z z .sZ z /z zz /z /e  x Z z e z z g z / z e z z z z z g  
o /  g z z t e z z z z z z e z z Z z z /  / z z z n ' c r  zzz Z / ; c  / z e / z /  o /  .s z z z z z Z z z z z z z z z g . T /z z .s  z /z z e .sZ z z z z ; z.s e . s / z e z z z z / / y  
.Vz'gZZz/zZYZZZZ ZZZ Z / t e  C Z Z ^ e  Z z/z /ztY H 'V Z Z Z Z Z . ! t  / z c r c  Z /z e  ZeZZ//z7ezZZZZZZZ o /  z / z c  SYZZZCZZOZZZZZg 
p o s t e r '  / z z z p p z n z e z /  zzz /z z tz z z z z *  q / '  e z z z z z z z z z z /  / z z . s z z c c  z z g e z z e z 'e x  zzzzz /ez*  g z z v e z z z z z z e z z Z  
control, as prosecution . s c z i  z 'c c . s  z z z e  z zz zz /e z*  g z z tY 'z z z z z z e z z Z z z /  . s z z p z 'z s 'z . s z 'o z z ,  except 
Portugal and Hungary. One might risk claiming that r/ t e . s e  zzzZ zzzzzzz/ .s o / ;z Z z o z z .s  zzz 
z / z e  / z z z z c Z z z z z /  . s c z z . s e  z /z z z z z z z g e  z / z e  p z  z z z e z p / e  q /  . . / z z . s Z n  e  o t t / y  z / z r o z z g / z  z / z e  e z z z z z Z  ", 
o t t < 7  z /zze .vZ zzzzz  z / z e  /z z z z z  Z z z z z /  z e z z /z 'r z z z z o z z  q /  t / t e  z / z e z z z y  z z / z / z e  .s e p z z z z z Z z z z z ;  zT / p o s t  e r ^ .  
Especially taking into consideration that regarding the content of the sanctions 
and the law-enforcement agencies, there is no difference in their application in 
the input or output phase, or as a criminal sanction imposed by the court. The 
tendency is a solemn question, particularly because it can be sensed from the 
changes of emphasis in criminal policy that governments are dissatisfied with 
what they feel is a lenient sentencing practice. This vein of thinking can be 
attacked, as it is clear that regarding diversion, the redistribution of decisional 
powers is a rational, cost-effective solution considerate of the interests of the 
offender. It is also true that diversional measures require the confession and 
consent of the offender, and that may be evaluated as a sign of claiming re
sponsibility. It is, however, also doubtless that in the field of non-custodial 
sanctions, there is an accumulation and combination of sanctions and strength
ening of control elements. Therefore. I express my doubts rather as an open 
question than a statement.

' See in detail: Rex. S. (2002): The development and use of Community Sanetions in England
and Wales In: Community Sanetions and Measures in Europe and North Amcriea. Albrecht.
H-J. -  van Kalnuhout. A (eds). ED. iuscrim. Max-Planck Institute. Frciburg/Brcisgau. p. 163.
(No 10. reference)
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Community sanctions in court decisions

The community sanctions applied by the court can be divided into two groups: 
supervision type and working type sanctions. However, there may be many 
varieties within these two basic forms. Some combine the two, white others 
mirror the desirabte ratio of the controt and support functions with the applica- 
tion of a muttitude of ruies of behaviour.

The behaviour requirements of probationers are onty determined by the 
creativity of the judges or the prosecution in case of a postponed indictment. 
Naturatty, there are conditions set by the tegistator such as the correspondence 
with the probation service, the obligation to report the change of address or 
workplace, and the leading of a law-abiding lifestyle. /7 b  /bey/eb/ofxqecbr/ 
ru/ex of bebov/our, b: w/bcb /Ac /*obobbbo//oHo/ oo<7 reb;/e,gro/h'e ob/'ec/b'e.s of 
xone/Zonx ore coo/ob/eb, our/ /be.se ore /be ru/e.s /bo/ req/u're .s/ree/o//y /robrer/ 
pro/eys/ono/x. Mediation, compensation, the participation in social and educa
tional programmes, the taking part in tension-relief courses, the reduction of 
alcohol consumption, and so forth are included among these obligations. 
Nonetheless, these are the programmes that function as black holes', as the 
authority cannot know what exactly will happen throughout the enforcement of 
behaviour requirements. This is why the necessity of standardizing the pro
grammes has conceptualized, and the English probation service has consider
able results in this field.

8. The dilemma of community sanctions: control or support

In the evaluation of the possible effect of the punishment, we must not only be 
familiar with the addressees, but also with the attitudes of decision making, 
which may fill the enforcement of sanctions with „content". There is a signifi
cant difference between the philosophy of punishment and the practical appli
cation of criminal policy. Duff and Garland mention that decision-makers (not 
only legislators, but also judges) translate the principles of criminal philosophy 
for themselves; these are. however, intertwined with eclectic elements, which 
are results of the characteristics of the person, the case or those of the situation 
wishing to be solved.'^ The relation between theory and practice is even more 
complicated by the fact that .souebonbig conz/o/ be cozzzzee/eb /o o .s/zeej/b' 
/ ? ; o b . s b b ; y  /zbz/oxo/zby, bzz/ coz; be /i'//e<7 u bb r b f / e / Y ' Z i /  eozz/ezz/ o/ozzg /be gub/c- 
/b;e.s of /be z*zz/bz,g cz*bz;b;o/ /zob'ey. So by choosing a sanction, judges do not 
choose between philosophies of punishment, but adjust the constraints to the 
cases in practice, which are provided by the application of the given sanction. It

Duti. A. -Garland. D. (eds.)(!994): A Reader on... ibid. pp. 17-19.
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is doubtless that sanctions correspond to diverse conditions of sanctioning phi- 
iosophies ttiat makes them therefore suitabie for diverse interpretations. A re
straining, preventing, or a depriving content may be attributed to the same 
sanction. Aithough a criminat poiicy of a given nation represents a given phi- 
tosophy of punishment, it is hardiy certain that the sentencing practice, the 
penitentiary system or the institution system of taw enforcement is attered si- 
muitaneousiy. It is well indicated by doubts of the public as well as politicians 
that in the United Kingdom, the National Standards for the probation service 
modified by the Criminal Justice and Court Service Act of 2000 require the 
probation service to automatically suggest a custodial sentence in case of the 
second, unjustifiable breach. The objective to increase the credibility of com
munity sanctions leads to the establishment of intensive probation programmes, 
and the significant enhancement of the frequent application of behaviour re
quirements or special conditions. The prescription of an overly large number of 
rules of behaviour, however, increases the possibility of violations.

7/tc c/tte.sV/c/? f/tere/bre A w/?r?f content ntn/ /nnpo.se crt'tntnrt/ po/tcy o.s'.s*?,t,'n.s to 
connnttnt'ry .sYtnctt'on.s'. In one of my other works I discussed the process in 
which rehabilitation ceased to be an objective of criminal policy and how this 
phenomenon affected the formation of the conditions of community sanc
tions.  ̂ In the following, I shall examine how these changes are manifested in 
the practical realization of community sanctions, and in the practice of enforc
ing agencies.

Apart from economic necessity, three new phenomena encouraged the toss of 
belief in rehabilitation. (7J The state of crime alarmed both politicians and the 
public, and resulted in the augmenting expression of the need for harsher pun
ishments. ^2) Secondly, the growing opposition to the conceptions on reha
bilitation arguing that this approach pathologizes the offender, his will is not 
taken into consideration and provides large room for the abuse of discretional 
power. fJ?) The third and probably the most significant element surfaced upon 
research data, which questioned the beneficial effect of rehabilitation on the 
offender's behaviour. Evaluating studies in the mid 70s could not find ample 
proof for the continuous and positive change of rehabilitation to the impeding 
of criminal behaviour. Rehabilitation, which endeavoured to transform the per
sonality of the offender in order to create a law-abiding citizen for the future 
did indeed malfunction if we look at the rate of recidivism. We must not forget, 
however, that Martinson'"' revised his point of view in 1979, and since then

^  See in detail: Kerexsi. K.: Controi or support: The role of alternative sanctions in crime 
control policies. (Post-doctorate thesis) Manuscript. Budapest. 2005 (Hungarian)
Martinson. R. (1992): Symposium on Sentencing: Part II. Hofstra Law Review 7(2). Quoted 
by: Palmer. T.: The Re-Emergence of Correctional Intervention. Sage Publications, p. 28.
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"tere rmr/ //tore ctY/Z/tr/ZttY /Y'.SYYtrcb .sbouvs /brt/ ctY'/; /botrgb /Ybrtb;7t7rt//7t/; A /te
c /t/Y  /bt* ctY Y i'/b/7t,e. /7 b e c s  /t/Y /rb /ce  /YA;///.s /t/Y /c t' c c t / e / t ;  r;'rcMM;.s7fM!( í'.s e/t/Z /7;

YY/.sc q/' <"c//e/7; e/Zc/teZc/.s'."" Even in cases, where community sanctions would 
not be more effective than imprisonment, there are a number of arguments főt
tbe increase of their use. Imprisonment tears family and community relation
ships apart, and frequently decreases the intention and ability of the offender to 
take responsibility, not to mention that imprisonment is significantly more ex
pensive than community service or probation. Furthermore, studies increas
ingly show that with adequately planned and aimed intervention, the recidivism 
may indeed be decreased, and this intervention is more effective under com
munity circumstances than in custodial settings.'"" These results are not to be 
underestimated as the same doubts may be raised concerning the effect mecha
nism of deterrence. Criminal justice is functioning, and still in criminal statis
tics, first-time offenders form a greater proportion of all known offenders. Can 
therefore deterrence only be effective in a certain circle of persons, under cer
tain circumstances? But the same question may arise according to the inca
pacitation. A custodial sentence is only effective, if the offender does not 
commit a further offence in the penitentiary and if there is no replacement for 
the imprisoned offender. As L.T. Wilkins says ,.it would be nice to get rid of 
the popular belief that more punishment means less crime."'"'

'ZetZev '.s' crb/i/w/Z /te/Zcy ce/i.s7e/;/Zv rbe/;t?c.s' /be .sy.s/c//; q/* /Yqnt/YY/tc/t/.s <-<w- 
cr/Y/Z/g /be cn/b/'Cng r/gc/tc/Z'.v <?/' /Y//////n//;/7y .sr/tir/Zot/.s. In historical develop
ment. the change of the probation sentence has always been characterized by 
the alternating ratios of treatment and control, individualization and legality, 
rehabilitation/rcintegration and repression. Therefore. /;e/;-c;/A/e<-//?/Z .sY//:c7/e/;.s 
br/tY <7/stYiv.s- been cbe/Y/c/c/Zẑ rZ by <? ro//ib/7;e/Zo/; q/ .s/t/t/ter/ entZ con/reZ. 
ZZenctc/', /Acre /t/ev be <7 .¡pen? tY/rZc/y q/'/Yt/to.?,' /bZ.v A tt'by /bc.vc .sY/ttr/Zet/.s e/Y 
.w b/tY'/Ac. The probation service enforcing community sanctions was origi
nally authorized to exercise professional help; it had a legal obligation of wel
fare support. Consequently, it is hardly a coincidence that probation and social 
services became known as organizations that support the offender. The welfare 
approach placed the greatest emphasis on the personal needs of the offender, 
and the fact of committing the offence became secondary.

Dilulio. J.J.Jr.()992): Rethinking the Criminal Justice System: Toward a New Paradigm. U S.
Department of Justice. UJS Discussion Paper. December, p. 2.
Mclvor. G.: The Management of Offenders - Rehabilitation and Community Sanctions
http://www.impact.ie/pw/policy.tmn

"'W ilkins. L.T.(I99I): Punishment. Crime and Market Force. Aldershot. Dartmouth. Gower
Publication.
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/7;c cnnnno/ ;'r/co/og;c.s ccn/ro/Atng ;c/uc.\.oo/; ;c.\;;//c<-/ ;n /Ac g;c;;/c;* c;n/;Ao- 
.s;'.s of rAnnogcx on;/ con.scr/ncncc^ con.scr/ Ay /Ac q//cncc. The weakening of the 
rehabilitation approach in the enforcement of community sanctions was fol
lowed by the consequence that more and more precise criteria are needed in 
order to evaluate the personal dangerousness manifested in the offence (as 
well). The former offender-centric approach became an offence-centred one in 
the practice of rehabilitative intervention, as a result of the modified conditions. 
The offence is no longer a symptom of problems, but a problem itself, to which 
it must be reacted. It became important that the offender chooses to break the 
law. and this choice can be explained by the direct environment and the per
sonal circumstances of the offender. C'nnuuo/ /uv/co /Ar/c/o/c cA/;cc/.\ n Atn<7 
q/'/;rq/c.s.s';'on<7/ ownrono.?,? /Ann .wrt'o/ wo;*Aer.s. uA;'cA A oA/r /o o'o/no/c /nn- 
yonn/ c/ongc;*ousncs.s, one/ /;rogno.s/;'co/c /Ac /;Ac//nc.s.s q//;;/;;;*c cAnt/no/ Ac- 
Aov/on;-. The social profession must therefore adjust to the change in which the 
agencies of criminal justice deal with the consequences of crime, instead of its 
causes. It is no more needed to increase the self-esteem of the offender, or to 
provide services, which generally enable the offender to become a social citi
zen. Crime must be decreased and community must be protected. /;; re/n/;on to 
rAc or; q//nY;c/;rc q/*rcAr;A;7;7o/;on. /Ac ;r;/e q/'o/;/;/;co/;on o/'ttr7/orc n;er;.s;ne.s' 
Arcs r/rcAner/ ,s;gn//;cr;n//y, A;;/ Arcs Accn ou/rAcr/ w;7A /Ac ;nrrcrcs;'ng/y /nq/c.s- 
Aono/ onr/ c.s/r;A/;'.s/;rv/ /nr/r/tre r^ ;;sA-r;nr;/y.scs. This requirement takes to a 
greater extent into consideration the interest of the victim than that of the of
fender. The expectations to acknowledge victims as 'consumers' and 'clients' 
is increasing for the probation officers: they ..may assist victims with the ser
vices provided in the form of their testimony concerning the effects of the of
fence; they can take part in the validation of their rights, and may help the vic
tims rearrange their lives after their becoming a victim."""*
7V;e cAr;ng;ng .soc/o/ o'/Y'uncs/r/ncc.s onr/ /Ac /nncArnung /n7uc;/7/c.s q/'o/nuno/ 
/;cs/;'ce /unr/c /ncs.s/A/e /o /cr/A'zc /A;;/ /Ac en/orre/nen/ q/'crnn;uuu;7y .sour/;on.s ;'.s 
;;o/ on rcs,scs/onrc Arcscr/ on .soc/o/ no;i. A;;/ o rco/ qnncsA/ncn/. hi accordance, 
the probation service must re-establish itself, and must rely on its former pro
file of social work to a lesser extent. The offenders dealt with by the probation 
service are not pointedly from disadvantageous environments, which need as
sistance. „Instead of emphasizing rehabilitative methods that meet the of
fender's needs, the system emphasises effective control that minimizes costs 
and maximizes security" — states Garland." This may be a slight simpli)¡ca
tion. as /Ac.sc new conr/;7/on.s no/ on/y nteon c/nngor, An/ n/.so nor qo.s.s;A/7;7/e.s.

"^Alexander. E. K. -  Lord. J. H. 0994): Impact Statements: A Victim's Right to Speak, a
Nation's Rcsponsibiiity to Listen. Washington. DC: Office for Victims of Crime. U S.
Department of Justice.

'"^Garland. D. (200)): The Culture of Control... ibid. p. ]75.
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zzzzz/ zzzzzy zzzzzbz? /be /zzzzbzz/z'zzz; .s/w/'r/  ̂ /o bezzzzzze zz zezz/zzz/ /zzz//zzAe/' bz zv.s/zzzzz- 
/z'veyzz/z/zze. Dangers arc nonetheless more easi!y recognizable than the new 
possibilities. The new English terminology concerning the parole service dem
onstrates the adjustment to the new conditions: from the 'woolly, cuddly, soft 
toy' it became a 'sharp, keen-eyed serv ice ',w h ich  evaluates the seriousness 
and dangerousness of the offence, enforces custodial sentences, and exercises 
social control in order to protect the public.

0 ?; /be /zzzzg /z'/zz;. /b/'.s zz/z/zzzzzzcb /zzzzz/zzzz;zY;/zz//y zz/z/zo.se.s /be 'zzzz-b/zzzzze' zz//z7zzz/e 
wezzz/ worA. /zzrce.s /be ezz/ozeb/g z/ge/ze/'ev o/* ezz//z/zzzz/z/7y .szzzzz7zzz/z.s /o /e- 

evzzbzzz/e /bezz* bzz.sze tYz/zze.s- zzzzz/ zz//bzzz/ey. In this process the professional ap
proach of social work is transformed along the expectations of criminal justice, 
which expectations are in many ways unfamiliar to the attitudes of social work. 
Probation services must re-evaluate their ability to enforce sanctions economi
cally, to exercise social control and to replace with these the former practice of 
rehabilitative elements. .S'zzezzz/ worA zzzzzy zYYe/'ve zz z*ez/e bz zzzzzbzp/e zzzezz.s* o/* 
czbzzbzzz/ /zz.s/z'ze, such as in diversion, release on bail, upon the pre-sentence 
report of the probation service, the implementing of community sanctions, on 
the evaluation of failing the payment of financial sentences, the assistance 
during the custodial sentence, in the preparation of conditional release, and the 
correspondence on parole. In other words bz every zzzrg/e. ttbeze czbzzzzzzz/ /zz.s- 
bce /zzzz/e.s'.sz'zz/zzz/.s' zzzzzy zzeez/ /be zzy.s'/'.s7z//zze zz/*zzzzzz/ber /zz-zz/e.s.szzzzz. tvbzeb z'.s' //¡ore 
A""z/zzzz- wz'/b /be /zez*/zzzzz, /be szzb/'ec/ zz/* /be /zzzzeezbzz-e, /bzzzz /be /zzzz.sYb'z7zozz 
z/eczzb'ztg zzzz zy/ze.s7zzzzz.y zz/ z*e.s/zzzzzvz'bz7;7y zzzzz/ szzzzz/zzzzzzzzg. Nonetheless, the new 
approach is less and less interested in the ability of achievement of the service 
and social work of the profession, as it de-professionalizes the organization 
through the strengthening of the control and risk-analysis function. On the 
other hand, a number of signs indicate that attitudes of social work are hardly 
transformable: a simultaneous study in the United States, the United Kingdom, 
and Israel all show that students of social work, in spite of the proliferation of 
conservative social policy, prefer the paradigm of rehabilitation of the welfare 
state, and explain social problems with structural reasons.""

7*bẑ  /zzzzz/ zz/* zzzzgzzz.sbe.s zzbozz/ /zzzzz;,ybzzzezz/s', z-//er7/'vez;e.s.s'. zzzzz/ /zzzb/zc êzzzzz'/y 
/zzz/z/ /zz /be /zze/ezzee zz/' ezzzzzbbzz'zzg cozzzzzzzzzz/'/y .szzzze/z'zzzz.s. This on the one hand 
increases the Irequency of applying community sanctions, but on the other 
hand (primarily because of the requirement to apply sentencing guidelines) 
strongly constrains it. Upon the application of these sanctions, judges are more

"* Wallis. E. (2001. Nov): CEP Bulletin, p. 4.
Weiss, t. -  Gal. J. — Majlaglic, R. (2002): What kind ot social policy do social work students
prel'er? A comparison ol'students in three countries. International Social Work Vol 4S Issue
01.
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and more !ike)y to define behaviour requirements, which hardiy correspond to 
the actua) situation of the offender.'"" According to the experience of American 
parote officers, specia) conditions are apptied in most cases of offenders, and in 
more than 82% of offenders, the decision contained three or more of these con
ditions. The most frequent one was the prescribing of one or more financiai 
obtigations (84%), 61% was the obtigation to pay the expenses of probation, 
56% were required to pay a fine, and 55 % were obtiged to pay the costs of the 
judicia) procedure.'""

The characteristics of the probationers are very simitar on most parts of the 
world. hi 1990, I described the Hungarian situation as „slightly simplifying, 
probation officers should deal with offenders, who are uneducated, addicts, and 
need professional, social assistance concerning the person, and the family"."" 
The situation has not changed until 1998: „in the population of probationers, 
starting from 1989 (or at least from that point detectibly) we are witnessing a 
drastic change of positions: workplaces have disappeared, living conditions 
worsened, mass homelessness appeared. The number of uneducated, unprofes
sional, alcoholic, cumulatively deviant offenders with no family background or 
following a negative model increased."'" Simon says that the determining fac
tor of the changing conditions of parole practice should be the reaction to dis
advantageous situations. The fact that 48 out of 50 of those released are placed 
under the supervision of the probation service has been partly caused by the 
disappearance of jobs for the uneducated work force, and the employment of 
released offenders has become utterly impossible."" Crwy^yn^w/y, v/w/tgc <7.? 
it wig/;? .s'ecw, r/n.s w/g/;/ mereme //te t;ecr//b/- rt/t/t/ymy wore cowwrmt7y M/tc- 
no/M, <7.s f/if wore peo/7/e ore sentencer/ to ettj/or/y, ?/;e wore q/ //tew wt7/ be 
re/eo.ser/ on /wro/e.

The professionalism needed for enforcing community sanctions

Community sanctions are changing. This change is fundamentally induced by 
two new factors: (7) the conceptualisation of the role of community sanctions 
(and especially the parole service) in crime prevention, and (2) the risk-analysis

Dickey. W.J. -Sm ith. M E. (1999). Five Futures... ibid.
Boncxar. T.P. ( t995): Characteristics of Aduits on Probation, [995. (NCJ-164267)
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/press/cap95.pr
Kerczsi. K. (]990): A pártfogás ditemmája: kontroU vagy segítő kapcsolat? Esély 5.. p. 60.
(Hungarian)
Kerezsi. K. -  Dér. M. (1998): Mennyibe is kerül a büntető igazságszolgáltatás, avagy az alter
natív szankciók költségei. In: Kriminológiai és Kriminalisztikai Tanulmányok. 35.k. (Szcrk:
Irk. F.) OKKrl. Budapest, pp. 47-119. (Hungarian)
Simon. J (1994): Poor Discipline: Parole and the Social Control of the Underclass, 1890-1990.
The Law and Politics, Vol. 4.. No. 7 (July) Chicago: University of Chicago Press, pp. 154-55.
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concerning the offender's persona! dangerousness, and the practica! possi
bilities of its decrease. The former may easily rc!atc to the zero totcrance ap
proach on minor misdemeanours parade) with the redefinition of the profes- 
siona! phitosophy of the probation service, and forces that kind of practices 
which are unfamiiiar to their former rote. This direction of deveiopment might 
be labelled the 'American mode!', whereas the second mode), the 'British 
mode!' transforms this rote with the purpose of increasing effectiveness.

Doubttessty. the successfu! enforcement of community sanctions depends 
largety upon the activity of the probation service. Socia) work fundamentady 
buitds upon face-to-face assistance and individua) case management. Besides 
this, however, forms of community work type problem solving have emerged 
throughout the years in connection with crimina) behaviour, the treatment of 
addiction, the spending of spare time, etc. These community work methods did 
not make unnecessary the forms of individua) treatment. DzzzAzg /Ac /9R0.v, 
/zzzzAzz/zzzz; .sY'/i /rc.s zczz/z'zcz/ /Azz/ /Ac /zzzv/ Azvc.s/cz/ Az /AzAr wzz/A Azzz/ zAzzzzzzz'vAzY/. 
/Vmvcvcr, /7 zz/.szz Aczz/zzzc z/cz/z* /A/// /Ac /zzz/z7z'zzz//v z-.v/zcz/zv/ /;cu- zz/z/zzzzz/zA /7; 
ẑ zz/bzzzzzg z'zzzzzzzzzzzzz'/y xzzzzz/zzzzz.y As c/ Azzgz' /zzz.s.vz'Az7z7v /zzz* /Ac zzzgz/zzzTzz/zzzzz z7.sc//i 
/7 /zzzztz'z/ẑ .s zz/z/zzz'zzzz/zzzzz. zz/zcz;.v /;cw .szzzzzzc.y, AzAzg.s' //cw x/zz/zz.s'. z/zzz/ czzzz/z/ 
.s//c/;g/Ac/z /Ac /zz/zz/ /zzz.sz/zzzzz zz/7Az' zzz'gzzz;z'"zz/zzzzz. // Aczzzzzzz' zz/ztzzzzz.v /Azz/ zzz zvz.se 
z z /  /Ac Z'C .SZ.S/ZZZZCC z z /  /Ac /zzzzAzz/Azzz .S C Z T Z C C . /Ac/c z/zc zz/Acz* z/vz/z'/z/A/z? zzzgzzzzz'rzz- 
/zzzzzv/zzz /Ac czz/zzz cczz;c/z/ zz/7Ac.sc .szzzzz /zzzzz.s. zz.s zzzzAzzz/zv/ Ay /Ac Az z/z.sA .szz/zz/zzzz; 
z z /  czz/zzzz'zzzg c/ccZ/zz/z/c zzzzzzzz/zzzzzzg. z / / ;z/  /Ac Azzzczzz zzz; /zzzzz'/zcc zz/" .sy.s/c/z; zz/* 
Azzz/. /zzzz/zz z/zzzzz/.s z z/  /Ac zzzzzzic/ Z / / C  ttz7/Azg zz/zz/ z/A/c /zz .s/zyz Az/zz /Ac z/zcz/ zz/* 

z-zzzzzzzzzz/ /zz.s/z'z c. T)ie question is how the situation can be sotved with a)so pre
serving the assisting function of the agency, and at the same time adjusting it to 
the changing expectations. The question is difficuh. and the end of the „road" 
in not yet to be seen, as some parote services are already on their way. whdst 
others are just ..packing to set out" for finding their new way. !s there anything 
they abso)ute)y must take with them? Or there is no such tiling, and practice 
will create the profession, which hybridises functions of the police with those 
of social work ?

Control and supervision, assistance and support all aim at influencing different 
dimensions of human behaviour. Meyerson defines the duty of the probation 
officer as: ..to assist the person on probation in leading a law-abiding lifestyle 
and the successful accomplishment of the sanctions with an authoritive ap
proach. in a way which corresponds both to the expectations of community 
security, and the rules of the sanctioning authority".' ' The definition makes it 
absolutely clear that any form of assistance is only to be understood as a means

' ' Meyerson. B.E.(I992): Role delutition lor the practitioner of correctional supervision: 
transcending role conflict in theory and practice. In: Hartjcn.C.E. -  Rhine.li.E.(cds): 
Correctional Theory and Practice. Chicago:Nclson-Ha!l Puhl. Quoted by: Junger -  las. J. 
(1994): Alternatives to Prison Sentences... ibid. p. 44.
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of achieving a law-obedient behaviour, so it is therefore in a subordinate situa
tion. On the other hand, the activity of the probation officer is determined by 
the decision of the decision-making authority. This, naturally. does not mean 
that the probation service cannot make a referral to another agency of assis
tance in case there is a duty not relating to the committing of crimes in the fu
ture. It only signifies that the PO can only define his/her activities within the 
boundaries of the decision made by the judge, the Parole Hoard, or the prose
cutor. Actually. /AAs /Y'.sv/'A/A;/; A/AAY/Zex /Ar;/ /Ac ///*oAr;/;o/; .scn /cc a  ///;/7 <1/ 
/Ac crAnAift/ Aa/A c .u v/cm. However, it is also part of the social sphere, there
fore functions between the two overlapping fields. 7Ac cAr;/;gcx q/ /Ac /r/t.s/ 
Aecw/c.s /c.s/A/cA A/ /Ac /Ac/ /Ac/ /Ac //;*;Z;;r;;*y ;;;;//;///*AsY;/A//; As g/rc/; /r/ /Ac ///*0- 
Ar;/;o/; .sc/i'Ac Ay c/*;7/;;7;;;/ /;z.s/Ac.' ;7 //;;;.!/ /Aczc/A/c /zee/ /Ac c.v/zcc/c/Azn.s q/ 
;/;;;;;7;;;/ /c.sz/cc c.s' c ///*A//*;7y ore/' /Ao.sc q/ /Ac .soc/o/ .s//Acrc. However, this 
does not mean that the elements of social work might disappear from the range 
of activities of the probation officer. These are the 'things' probation officers 
must preserve', when they are trying to find their new role, and these means of 
social work must be applied even under stricter circumstances and conditions. 
This is the only way to achieve that the offenders take responsibility for their 
actions, face the negative consequences, and compensate for it in some form. 
That is what community sanctions make well possible, and ensure better solu
tions on the longer term, much better than imprisonment and financial sanc
tions. 7Ac ///Y/A'c/ZA/// o///cc/'.s' ;;;;/Ar//*Ar;/A;/; /*c//;c/A;cA /Ac .sY///;r. o/;/y Ax c.v/c/;/ 
Ac/.? Acc// t'Ar//;gcr/, /7 /;;;;.s/ x/;7/ Z/*y /o pres e/;/ /A//f/*c r///c/;cc.s w;7A /7s on /; //¡cr/.s- 
;//c.s. 77/c i'Ar//;gc As /Ar// r/ g/*cr//c/* c//;//Ar/.sAs Arcs Acc/; /Ar;cer/ o/; /Ac o//c/;cc r;/;r/ 
.ses e/*;;/ /;csv c/c//;c/;Z.s.

9. Community sanctions on the turn of the 21 ' century

The system of patronage and the development of the probation service has been 
a milestone in the historical change, which leads from the sanctioning philoso
phy of the classical school of criminal law to the positivist sanctioning theory. 
This difference, as of today, is embodied and symbolized by the probation ser
vice as a punishment and as a profession. Probation is the only legal institution 
that remained from positivist legal theory as a 'dinosaur'. We hope its fate will 
not be extinction. In order to avoid this fate, it must change, as must commu
nity sanctions.

The requirement of change has been expressed in many forms, and there are 
different demands to be identified behind the American and British models. At 
the same time, the expectation that the system of practicing criminal justice to 
become transparent is expressed in both, partly because of the safeguarding of 
the rights of the offender, partly because of the increasing of the restraining 
effect, and last but not least in order to demonstrate to the tax-paying public the
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standard and effectiveness of the crimina! justice system. Regarding these fac
tors. /Acre r,s* <7 .sygyyy/ycYyyy/ r////crc/icc Actuccy; /Ac A/ncricr//; yyyyr/ /Ac /?y*yfy.sA 
yyyy?y/c/.

/) Community sanctions are endangered in America, and it seems that Ameri
can practice is preparing the script of hopetessness'. „The meaning of proba
tion is to take a waik; it can be interpreted as a zero-sanction. There are simpiy 
not enough prison ce!!s to tock everybody up. who needs punishment; we must 
therefore come up with a soiution to make probation a rca) sanction. ... Com
munity service sounds as though one joined a student-parent association. What 
we need to taik about is a forced iabour as punishment." -  said Kieinman."^ 
LccrrAyrg .weir;/ /w/mcm;;,? crp/c.s.s /Arr/ /Ac r/'gA/i q/* q̂ cyyy/crx Ayyyy/cy* c//cc/;'vc 
cy/yyyc cyyyy/y*o/: „the Constitutionai constraints of the American system provide 
countiess possibiiities for offenders to detain the procedure with objections, 
manipuiate the jury, and appea! endtessty against the decision"."^ In the USA, 
where the best practice program of the probation service (mirroring a 'creative 
and critica) thinking', and innovation), which started in Boston, and in which 
„potice and probation officers patro! the streets together in order to decrease 
crime"'"* -  one is not to expect a !ot. in the present situation it seems that the 
Awcr/rrm cr/yyyyyyyy/ po/r'ey, t/y;<7ey* /Ac y;r///;c q/* 'co/yt/yt/y/tAy corrccP'ou', op- 
/y/c.v.vc.s yyyyy/ co/o/ttzc-r /Ac orgoyuzryty'oyM /Ary/ yyyyp/cyyycyyf coyyyyyyyyyyy'/y yyyyyc/y'oyŷ , 
yyyyy/ gc/.s /Acyyy try opcrry/c yy.v <7 /yYyy;.syy;y'.s.s7yyy; .s/yy/p q/* s/y/Yv/r/Aig /Ac coyy/ro/ q/ 
crAyyAtn/ py.s7/cc, yyyyy/ Acgy/yy/cs /Ac pyoAryPoyy q^/ccr/o r/ '/ccA/ArA;/; q/*cy*yyyyyyyyy/ 
yy/xAcc*. The roie of the probation service in the crimina! justice system is de
termined by the rote assigned to it by crimina! pohey. If probation officers do 
not want to miss out on the financia! boom enjoyed by !aw-enforcement, they 
must forget the ahruistic roots of probation. During the arguments on the pos- 
sibte chents of the probation service, among the possibte answers we can find 
the community, pohticians, the victim, and -  at the bottom of the üst -  the of
fender, which indicates that the step forward is sti!t open, and the first and 
foremost chents of the probation service wi!! soon become the victims. It a!so 
indicates, however, that the devetopment of community sanctions wi!! be 
joined by the further augmenting of contro! measures, and wi!! cause such 
measures to be applicabte and accepted in the fie!d of the private sphere, and 
overwrite the traditiona! practices of traditiona! socia! contro! in the a!rcady 
mentioned way.

"'K leim an. M A R.0998): Getting Deterrence Right: Applying Tipping Models and Behav-
iourat Economics to the Problems of Crime Contro). In: Perspectives on Crime and Justice:
1998-1999 Lecture Series. NIJ. November
Wilson. J. Q. (1997): Criminal Justice in England and America. Public Interest. Winter(!26).
pp. 3-14.
Reichert. K. (2002): Police-Probation Partnerships: Boston's Operation Night Light. Univer
sity of Pennsylvania. Jerry Lee Centre of Criminology. Forum on Crime & Justice.
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Internationa! experience regarding community sanctions shows that non-custo- 
diat sanctions are on!y abte to decrease prison poputation if they are adjusted to 
a wider, comprehensive crimina) pohey, which uses other measures to achieve 
this. //*?/;;'.? zzzZczz/zrzzz z.y zzzA'.szzzg, cY zzzzzzzzzzzz 'zy  .snzzrZnzzz.s (.szzzzz/rzz' to t/;e /zz'z.wzz) 
/noy be /;//<?<*/ wz'z/z zYzzzzezzz я/ozzg z/ze /zzze.s о/* ялу /г/ея/яду. У'/zey enzz t/tere/ore 
/it óz/я z/ze gezzẑ zYz/ Zezzr/ezzcy я/' z'zzczYvz.sz'zzg cozztro/. The present directions in 
sanctioning indicate that principies of sanctioning practice mainty huild upon 
ideas of reprisa!, according to which the offender shou!d be punished, the 
avoidance of dangerous situations shoutd be achieved, and pubhc safety must 
be ensured, furthermore, the differences in sentencing practice shoutd be di
minished. This is, therefore, the script of hopetessness.

2) The script of hope, we trust in spite of the recent changes, is written by the 
probation officers of the United Kingdom, who rea!ize more and more evi- 
dentty that a!! the causes of crimina! behaviour cannot be treated within the 
frame of crimina! pohey,'^ but an attempt can be made within the frame of the 
sanction adjusted to the seriousness of the crime, to accomphsh the aims of 
specia! prevention through individuahzation, with taking into consideration the 
interests of the victim and the expectations of the pubhc. 77te /j/YzTwZwz? o^zeer 
/.s р/ясег/ /zetuY'ezz z/ze я гея л о/Тгянтя/ /w/z'ey яя<7 лясяг/ ря/z'cy, evezz z^tzg/t 
z/z/л zzzHzzẑ zZe лeezzzл яZ Zz'zzze,y zz;лeezzz'e. It is doubtless that the new approaches of 
crimina! pohey need new approaches in probation. We hope that the roots con
necting the British probation service to socia! work make it possibte that the 
batanee can be kept between assistance and control in the traditiona! and most 
frequendy apphed enforcement of probation. Hopefuhy. the professiona! re- 
su!ts acquired through eva!uation wit! deve!op our knowtedge 'in an embryonic 
state' as to what functions in the decreasing of crime, by which offenders and 
under what kind of circuzrzstances.

2) The European niode! of conununity sanctions cannot yet be cited as a third 
one. This is because z/ze /fztzYt/zentz г/епе/я/zzzzezzz я/' zYZzzzzzzzzzzzZy .ŝ zzczzbzzs, я/- 
Z/zяzzg/z z'Z с/ясл л/zon' zzew /ея/zzre.s'. CYZZz/zoZ yeZ /ze z/e/zz;e<-/ ял я/z я;г//чг/;гя/ 
zzzor/e/. /zz Ettzvz/ze. z/ze /zz-яселл я/ 'cYzzzvezgzvzce' я/Т/я<Уя^я/ яzzr/ z'eлZяz*яZzve 
yzzsZz'rc /л rzzzzYzzz/v &^ег7яЛ/<?. Traditiona] criznina! justice is indeed nioving 
towards the reahzation of reparative e!ements. and away from the idea of reha- 
bihtation, which niade possibte the better vindication of victims' rights in tra
ditiona! criznina! justice. This process is quite easüy observabte concerning 
ahernative sanctions. On the Eutopean continent, restorative justice is indeed 
present, which started front the consideration of victims' rights exetusivety to 
those of the offender and finaMy of the comniunity. In Europe, in the devetop- 
znent of znode!s of criznina! justice, the phases of (!) rehabilitation, (2) repara-

"7 Gönczö). K.( ¡99)): Bűnös szegények. KJK. Budapest, p. 4 5 . (Hungarian)
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tion. and (ß) restoration can he identified. This process has opposite directions 
in traditionai and restorative justice: traditiona) crintinai justice progressed 
from tiie rehabilitation phase to the reparative phase, whereas European re
storative justice is satisfied with serving the interests of not only the victim 
with reparation, but also that of the offender instead of the restorative phase.
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It may be asked why the requirement of proportionality is not defined as the 
'starting point* of traditional criminal justice. This is because this requirement, 
not doubting its importance, cannot be so unambiguously realized anions alter
native sanctions, as it is possible in the case of the custodial sentence. Durins 
the last decades multiple effects have transformed the content of alternative 
sanctions. 7 7 ; e  r f q m T c / z z f ; ; /  /.s  / w . s e ; ; /  7/ / z e z -
' m / z v e  .s Y Z /ic Z /o /z .s .  . s o  / / t o /  z / ; e  t 7 t / t * o r / o c / t o / t ,  c o t t / e / t / .  o t o / r / c / b t t 7 t o / t  q / 7 / ; c  t  t t / c . s  q / '  
o / Z c r o o / t  w  , s o i i r / t o / t . \ '  / t t t t . s v  / t o  / w - s r /  t / j c r /  / t v  / e g o /  /  e g ; t / o / t o t t . s ' .  o o r /  t t t o . s /  / t e  o < 7 -  
/ " S ' / e t /  / o  / / ; e  . s e /  z o o . s / t e . s . s  o / ' z / t e  q / / e t t r e .  z / t e / t e z . s o t t o /  r / t o r o c Z e t ' t ' . s / t r . s  q /  ? / t c  q / ' -  
/ e t t t / e t ' .  o t t e /  z / t e  e z t . s t t / o t g  o/' z / t e  v t r z / t t t . s ' ' r t g / t z . s .  This is present in the require
ment that judicial or authorities' discretion must be exercised within legal 
boundaries iti case of alternative sanctions, and throughout enforcement the 
legal guarantees and human rights should be secured. 7 ' / t e  t Y O / t / t r e / t t e / t Z  q / ' / i r o -  
/ t o t ' Z t o t ; o / t 7 y  z / t c t ' c / b t e  e t t ; / t / t o . s t s e s  z / ; o Z  z / t c  o x . s / . s Z o t g  o r z / v / z v  / t o . s  / t 7 t ; / z . s  c o t t -  
c e t / t o t g  o / z e r t t o / t v e  . s o z t r Z t o t t . s :  (I) the fratnc of activity of the probation officer 
is determined by the decision of the authority. (2) the application of assisting 
measures can only be defined within the purpose of achieving a law-obedient 
behaviour. (3) the probation officer is to define the activities exercised within 
the characteristics of the ruling of supervision and support. Proportionality, 
through defining new frameworks for aiming rehabilitation, emphasized its 
importance, so that sentencing and implementation of sanctions are adjusted to 
the framework within the power of criminal justice to be exerted. This of 
course restrains the offender's rehabilitation, nonetheless not making it impos
sible within the applied sanction.



In spite of the aforementioned, community sanctions are often not convincing, 
neither for poiiticians, nor for iegistators, nor for the community, which is 
parity due to the fact that we know iittie about their effect-mechanism, or more 
gencraüy about the person. This is why judges appiy them for offenders that 
have committed a toss serious crime, and are average, so the use of these sanc
tions means no particutar danger. The resutts of the evatuation of community 
sanctions might change this situation. The great deficiency of them is that there 
are no adequate community sanctions for important groups of offenders (such 
as addicts, the hometess. members of a minority group), which are atso appro
priate for diminishing the anguishes of pubtic opinion. This is why they are 
mostiy exciuded from the possibie subjects for community sanctions -  at ¡east 
in Hungary.'" Socia) marginatity. disorder exetudes many offenders from not 
onty the community, but aiso from community sanctions. Apptying the state
ments made by Gartand and Hudson'" on the criminotogy of ,,us" and „them", 
community sanctions

1. Have the possibte direction of devetopment that they onty serve to deat 
with the wrongdoings of the criminotogy of „us", whereas offenders and 
crimes of the „them" group are stih treated by custodia) sanctions,

2. White the other direction is that for wrongdoings of the criminotogy of 
,,us". sanctions will be apptied that need no format participation of the 
agencies of crimina) justice (e.g. fine), but for wrongdoings of the 
criminotogy of „them" community sanctions witt be used, which are 
strengthened by strong controt etements as wet I as imprisonment.

It may be sensed that the horizon is rather bturred. There are significant 
changes happening in the crimina) justice systems that form the framework of 
the regutation and appheation of community sanctions. Based upon the present 
direction of devetopment in Europe, the convergence of these systems is to be 
observed, which is characterized by the increasing use of imprisonment, the use 
of tonger-term sentences, the devetopment of non-custodiat sanctions, the ero
sion of wetfare and educationat etements within the sanctioning system, and 
privatisation in the crimina) justice system."" In order for community sanctions 
to futfit the great possibitities contained in them, wider sociat context must not

"^Scc in detail: Kcrezsi. K -  Gosztonyi. G. -  Bogschut/. Z. -  Elias. D. (2003): Probation and 
Probation Services in the EU accession countries: Hungary (Ch. 5.) tn: van Kalmthout. A -  
Robcrts. J. -  Vinding. S.(eds): Probation and Probation Services in the EU accession 
countries. Wolf Legal Publishers. Nijmegen, pp. 137-181.

" ''S ee  in detail: Garland. D. (2001): The Culture of Control .. ibid, p.137.: Hudson. B. (2000): 
Criminology. Difference and Justice: Issues for Critical Criminology. The Australian and 
New Zealand Journal of Criminology. Vol. 33.. No. 2.. August, p. 169.
Pitts. J. (1996): Young People. Crime and Policy. Csp. Critical Social Policy. 16. 4(49). Nov. 
83-90.
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be teft unconsidered during their further deveiopment. Emphasis must be 
piaced on new research data to improve the treatment method of these sanc
tions. Research data must be taken into consideration, which underiine that 
/Y'.s/z/A zzzzz/zZ Ac z/zAzevezZ uz/A /Ac szzzzzzZ/zzzzz'zzzz.s' zz/z/zZzzzz/zzz/z z z / *  zzzzYz.szzzz'.s. [n 
order to ensure the effectiveness of community sanctions. /Acre /'.s' /Ac //ee<7 zzzz 
Z Z Z Z C  AzzzzzZ /A/' /Ac Z Z / Z / Z Z Z Z 'Z Z / Z Z Z Z Z  Z z / z Z z Z z 'Z / Z Z Z Z / e Z y  cZzzZzzzzYz/z'zZ zzzzzZ yzz/zenz'szYZ ZZZC/AzzzZ.S 
z z /  zẑ ezzzZz*/* zozz/zzzz/z'zzzz. zzzzzZ zzzz /Ac o/Acr ZzzzzzzZ /Ac ZY.syzcc/z'zzg zz/ /Ac zz//cz;zZz'Z' '.S' 

.S Z Z Z 'Z Z Z /  ZZ/CZZ/Acr.sA//Z. 7 Ac czz/zzz cczzzczz/ zz/*czzzz;zz;/////7y .S ZZZZZ.'/ZZZZZ.S ' zzzzz.s/ .scz/zZ z z / z /  /Ac 
zzzc.s.szzgc /Azz/ /Ac /zzzzyzzz.se z z /  czzrz cc/z'zzzz z'.s zzzz'/zz.sz'zzzz. Azz/ /Ac zz/Tez/zZer zzzzz.s/ /z/Ac 
.s/c/z.s /zz zzcAzeve /Az.s, /zz zzzzzzrz'/y /zz zc.s/zzzc /Ac zzzzz.scz/zzczzcz'.s zz//Ac zẑ c/zcc czzzzz- 
zzzz7/czZ. The criminat poticy concerning community sanctions must be based 
upon approaches that take into account the sociai situation of offenders and the 
community they tive in. And if a!) of the above is achieved, Vivien Stern shatt 
be right in ciaiming that „for most offenders that commit the most frequent 
offences, the use of community sanctions is the rationa) measure, in order to 
achieve protection, the restoration of damages, and find the measures that de
crease future criminat behaviour.'"'

SUMMARY

Alternative Sanctions:
Rehabilitation, Deserved Punishment, Decreasing of Crime?

KLÁRA KEREZSI

The author states that punishment under the Criminat Code is a form of sociat 
controt. which is based on other controt mechanisms of society, tf we have a 
look at the way ahernative sanctions are regutated and enforced, we wit) find 
out what a Government thinks of the rote of the state, the responsibitity of the 
individuat and about the retation between the state and the individuat. Since the 
mid-1990s, criminat poticy has shown interest in ahernative sanctions and the 
probation service that puts them into practice. The author examines the purpose 
of ahernative sanctions, how their rote has changed in criminat poticy, and 
whether the probation service that enforces them can play a rote in extending 
the limits of controt of criminat justice. The essay defines the status and the 
rote of ahernative sanctions among the various penat sanctions and anatyses the

'" 'Stern. V. (]998) A Sin against the future: imprisonment in the worid. London: Penguin
Books, p. 321.
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changes that have occurred in the goals and principtes of their practica) en
forcement. it addresses numerous questions. Do atternative sanctions have to 
adjust to the well-known requirement of proportionality and if so. to what ex
tent is that possible? What are the characteristics of alternative sanctions in the 
various stages of criminal justice? Is it important that those sanctions are less 
expensive for the criminal justice system than imprisonment? Is there a need 
for taking into consideration the characteristics of the „medium", where those 
community sanctions are realized? Does it matter how criminal justice ap
proaches the community? What is the impact of new tendencies of criminal 
policy on the practical enforcement of community sanctions in a society, where 
talk about „global acceptance" and phenomena of „local exclusion" can be 
experienced simultaneously? Does participation in the development of public 
security mean a wider social commitment for the probation service, than what 
the case was for the traditional, offender-centred probation service? Is it possi
ble to outline the characteristics of an emerging „European" model of alterna
tive sanctions in addition to the American and British ones?

RESÜMEE

Alternative Sanktionen:
Rehabilitation, verdiente Strafe, Verringerung 

der Kriminaiität?

KLÁRA KEREZSI

Die Verfasserin ist der Meinung, dass die strafrechtliche Strafe eine auf den 
sonstigen KontroHmechanismen der Gesellschaft aufgebaute Form der gesell
schaftlichen Kontrolle ist, und in der Regelung und der Vollstreckung der al
ternativen Sanktionen deutlich erkennbar ist, was eine gegebene politische 
Macht über die Rolle des Staates, über die Verantwortung des Einzelnen, oder 
über das Verhältnis zwischen Staat und Individuum denkt. Seit Mitte der 1990- 
er Jahren schenkt die Strafpolitik den alternativen Sanktionen und der Bewäh
rungshilfe, die deren Vollstreckung sicherstellt, besondere Beachtung. Die Ver
fasserin analysiert deshalb das Ziel der alternativen Sanktionen und die Ände
rung ihrer strafpolitischen Rolle, und sie prüft, ob die Bewährungshilfe durch 
die Vollstreckung der alternativen Sanktionen bei der Ausweitung der Kon- 
trollgrenzen der Strafjustiz eine Rolle spielen kann. Die Studie lokalisiert die 
alternativen Sanktionen und stellt ihre Rolle unter den strafrechtlichen Sanktio-
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ncn fest, sie untersucht die Änderungen der Ziete und Prinzipien, weiche in der 
praktischen Vollstreckung zur Geltung kommen. [Die Studie sucht nach Ant
worten auf zahlreiche Fragen. Müssen die alternativen Sanktionen der Anforde
rung der Proportionalität entsprechen, wenn ja. auf welche Art und Weise sind 
sie dazu fähig? Welche Besonderheiten weisen die alternativen Sanktionen in 
den einzelnen Phasen des Strafverfahrens auf? Spielt dabei eine Rolle, dass 
diese Sanktionen für das System der Strafjustiz eine mindere finanzielle Be
lastung bedeuten als die Freiheitsstrafe? Müssen die Eigentümlichkeiten des 
gesellschaftlichen Umfeldes berücksichtigt werden, in dem diese in einer Ge
meinschaft vollstreckten Sanktionen angewendet werden? Ist es wichtig, wie 
die Strafjustiz die Gemeinschaft sieht? Welchen Einfluss haben die neuen 
Richtungen der Strafpolitik auf die praktische Vollstreckung der Gonein
schaftsstrafen in einem gesellschaftlichen Milieu, in dem die Prozesse der 
..globalen Annahme" und der ..lokalen Ausgrenzung" gleichzeitig zur Geltung 
kommen? Bedeutet die Teilnahme an der Entwicklung der öffentlichen Sicher
heit für die Bewährungshilfe eine weiter gefächerte Verpflichtung als die typi
sche. herkömmliche, täterzentrische Bewährungshilfe? Unter den alternativen 
Sanktionen gibt es das amerikanische und das britische Modell. Können unter 
ihnen auch die Besonderheiten eines ..europäischen" Modells aufgewiesen 
werden?
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